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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION-

The institutional mission of Reseach for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS)

as an educational R&D' laboratory is to help elementary and secondary

schools'in Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania improve their educaeion

al programs (RBS, 1979). To accomplish this, RBS has cooperated with edu

cational agencies at all levels in the tristate area in developing and

disseminating models for school improvement within the context of state

wide school improvement efforts.

The Basic Skills Component (BSC) of RBS has adopted the mission of

'helping schools in Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania to improve their

3 -

basic skills programs. Pursuant to'this mission and with the support of

the.National Institute of Education (NIE), the BSc launched a basic'skills

improvement project in'1977. The-/koject has tVib main,ohjectives: (1) to

develop a knowledgeutilization aP'proach to the improvement of inattuction

and, ultimately, student achievement in the basic skills; and (2) to

develop and,test strategies for installing and disseminating the approach.

Over the course of the project, many educational'agencies have cooperated

with the Basic Skills'Component. The advice and assistance contributed by

these partners have been critically important to the accOmplishment of the.

project's objectives.

The result of the project's cooperative development work is Achieve
;

ment Directed Leaders'hip,.a. staff development program aimed at helping
es..)

teachers, principals, and district admintstratorS use knowledge and re

search findings to improve basic skills instruction, and, ultimately, stu

dent achievement. This document reports on the field test of



Achievement Directed Leadership undertaken by the BSc in response to-

recommendationsof an NTE,site review team and the N1E project officer,

Dr. Batbara Lieb-Brilhart. The overall purpose of the field test was to

assess the effectiveness of Achievement Directed Leadership. The field

test hypothesis was that Achievement Directed Leadership has a direct and

significant effect on instructional leadership and classroom 'processes/

conditions, and consequently, on students' basic skills achievement. To

test ...his hypothesis, the program was fully implemented in a school dis-

trict in the tri-state area served by RBS, and a large bedy of data was

collected both on program implementation and outcomes in this district.

The second chaptet gives a brief overvie* of Achievement Directed

Leadership. The third chapter details the evaluation methods and limita-

tions of the fie,I.d test. The fourth chapter discusses implemenfation and

outcomes of Achievement Directed Leadership in the field test di4trict.

2
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CHAPTER TWO

ACHIEVEMENT DIRECTED LEADERSHIP

Achievement Directel Leadership is a program aimed at helping

,

teachers, principals, and, central office,staff use research knOwledge to

improl,e basic skills instruction, and, ultimately, student achievement in

elementary schoo],s. It has four maintelements: (1) a f--.us on a set of

classroom variables that seems to be especially important to basic skills

achievement;- (2) a variables mapagement strategy, or "improvement cycle";

.(3) a method,of,coordinating and focusing improlement efforts across .the

levels of the district hierarchy, called the ''leadership plan"2; and

staff development program which provides the training necessary for

installation and-maintenance of. the leadership plan. The next four

sections of thix cha:Pter describe each of these elementa of Achievement

Directed Leadership.

The Classioom Variables

Recent research findings pinpoint riany variables in elementary school

classrooms which are significantly related to student achievement (e.g.,

Brophy & Good, 1974; Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; MedleY, 1977; Rosenshine &

Furst, 1973). These findings indicate that students who have or acquire

Lurior learnia that helps them to learn new content and who spend an

adequate amouRt of engaged time successfully covering, mastering, and

reviewing content on which they will be tested are likely to perform

better on yearend achievement teste than students who do not act this

way.
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All educators in a district, especially teachers, are.urged to give

special attention,tO the following student behaviors or focus -(rariable's:.

Prior learning, knowledge possessed by students which.will

facilitate their learning of new Subject matter (Bloom, 1976; ,

Carroll, 1963) -

0

'Student engaged time, amonnt.of time students actually spend on

assigned learning tasks (AndersOn, 1981; Carroll, 1963; Fisher,

Marliave, &1Filby, 1979; Rosenshine, 1979; Stallings & Kaskowitz,

1974)

Academic performance, suceess students experience witH daily

learnihgtasks, their mastery-of.curriculum units, and their,

review of content achievements (Block & Burns, 1976;*Bloom, 1976;,

Crawford, 1978; Fisher, Marliave, & Filhy, 1979)

'Coverage of criterionrelevant content, opportunity students have

to learn the content on which they. will be tested (Cooley &

Leinhardt, 1980; English, 1980).

Exclusive attention by,educators to/one or another of the -focus vari

ables.without due attention tO all will not befully beneficial. Furtherr.

more these four variables arE, in turn, influenced by myriad other

variables. How the four focus and other variables are addressedfby

Achievement Directed Leadership is described in the diseussion of the

itprovpment cycle that 'follows.

The Improvement Cycle

No matter how valid the esearch, knowledge of significant classroom

variables is often not sufficient for the improvement of instructional

practices. In order v) effect change, a practical method of applying this

research to particular classroom settings must be included in the-

knowledge resource. The variables management process, or improvement

cycle, is such a method, and in Achievement'Directed Leadership it is

applied to each of the focus variables.

4
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The improvement cycreis a fourphase iterat,ive process by which

educators can identify and take advantagp of opportunities to improve

e

classroom instruction, varialile by variable. Phasep,one and two of the_

- improvement cycle are concerned mit4 student classroolkbeh'avii5rs, while

phases three and four detl primarily With teacher. behaviors, *The cycle is'

'depicted graphically inFigure 1.

Phase II

tiP

, Phase I

Collecting information
on Classroom

Conditions/Processes

Phase IV

Cdinparing Data and
identifying Improvement

Opportunities
Classmom

Implementing and
Monitoring

ModificatiOns

Selecting and Preparing
Classroom Modifications

" Phase III

Figure lij Improvement cycle used to manage classroom variables related to

students' achievement in reading/language arts or mathematics.

The following description illustrates how the improvement cycle is

applied to one of the -focus variables, student engaged time. A teacher,

working with the principal or another educator, attempts/to assurbthat

student engaged time is at a level condUtive to high student achievement.

c
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In phase one the principal or assisting teacher collects data on engaged

time in the'teacher's classroom in a manner similar to the way data were

collected in relevant research studies. By comparing these data with,data

froMclassrooms la research studies, the teacher and principal, or other

assisting educator, determine in phase two whether an improvement oppor-

tunity exists.
8.

If they find that the level of-student engaged time is already at an

ideal level, they would,. not-coMplete the,remaining phasea of the cycfia,

but instead.woUld go-baOk to phase one, scheduling dates for subsequent.

data,collectidn. If improvement is pcissible, they decide in phase three

---
.

.
.

upon a strategy to effect the necessary change. In the third phase the "

._ ,

involved instructional leaders take into account many other classroom

variables that may affect student achievement indirectly through their

impact on the targeted focus variable. ,After preparing to implement the

classroom modification, the teacher proceeds to implement and monitor the

4

change in phase'*four.

Instructional leaders are able to assess the effectiveness of the

4

classroom modification by repeating phases one and two, wherein they

collect and analyze new_data after An appropriate interval of time has

elapsed. For example; if the strategy has had little or no effect On.

students' engaged time, they would proceed to phases three and four again,

adjusting the classroom modificatioh or introducing"a new-modification as

cireumstances'dictate..

ii
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The Leadership Plan

The readership plan is a means by ,which central office and school

staff can coordinate.and focus their efforts to establish.and maintain

instructionally effective.classrooms. This plan, derived from selected

studies on effective classrooms, schools, and districts, spe-_ifies several

rolerelated functions for educaors at each level of the school Tlistrict,

and makes explicit Channels of communication between levels. Each level

performs its functions nSing the improvement cycle and focuses on the goal

of improving, or maintaining, the classroom focus variables. The follow
,.

ing three sections discuss how the leadershipTlan operates at the

classroom, school, hnd district levels.

0

Classroom

The leadership plan emphasizes the importance of the following

teacher functions: planning classroom activities and procedures, managinge,

the classroom, and delivering instructiOn. Since research indicw:es that

students' achievement is vitally related to their classroom behaviors

(i.e., the focus variables), the leadership plan calls far teachers to

giVe these liehaviors special-attention by performing their rolerelated

functions according to information supplied through the improvement cycle.

Figure 2 is a graphic representation of the leadership plan for the

classroom level. As shown, students' classroom behaviors are signifi

cantly influenced by their entering behaviors, especially those which

reflect their prior academic learning. According to the leadership plan,

teachers take these entering behaviors into consideration as they plan

,instruction for students. This is represented in Figure 2 by the solid

7
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arrow connecting students' entering behaviors with the teacher. Further-

more, the teacher uses the improvement cycle to attend to all other class-

room variables as they plan, manage the classroom, and give instruction.

The arrow connecting teacher and classroom is double headed, however, to

indicate that each influences the other: Finally, students' year-end

achievement is directly related to their classroom behaviors. Figure 2

recognizes this, while also taking into account the relationship between

'students' entering behaviors and their year-end achievement.

STUDENTS'
ENTERING
BEHAVIORS

CLASSROOM
Prior Learning
Student Engaged Time
Academic Performance
Instructional Overlap

TEACHER

Plan

Manage
Instruct

STUDENTS'
YEAR-END
ACHIEVEMENT

Figure 2. The leadership plan: the classroom level.

Teaching in the classroom is a complex process, and it occurs in the

context of larger and even more complex settings, the school and district,

which frequently influence the conditions and processes of the classroom.

The leadership plan calls for teachers to regularly\cooperate with the

principal and other teachers in planning for and implementing improvements

at the school and district.levels as well as in their respective class-

rooms.

1 3 8



School

Although research has not yet made clear the relationship between

principals' leadership and classroom instruction (Koehler, 1981), some

research, and the experience of the BSC and its project partners, suggests

that several kinds of princlpal support are needed to maintain at the

classroom level the type of instructional leadership described in the

previous section. This support derives from principals' performance of

the following-functions: planning for and with teachers, training

teachers, and providing participatory supervision to teachers.

These principal functions are intended to facilitate teachers' use of-

the improvement cycle and foster teacher growth. Figure 3 represents the

use of the91eadership plan for the school and shows the relationship of

the principal to the teacher and classroom. The arrow from classroom to

principal indicates that the principal is continually informed of class-

room conditions and processes through regular classroom visits, teacher

reports, and participatory supervision activities with the teacher in the

use of the improvement cycle. The double-headed arrow connecting

principal and teacher represents a two-way flow of information. This

exchange of information occurs in regular principal/teacher conferences.

The leadership plan calls for these conferences to be held frequently, and

include review of the classroom data on each focus variable.

District

Something is known of the characteristics of effective districts and

of the critical elements that contribute to a district's success in

implementing planned change (e.g., Berman & McLaughlin, 1975;-Pincus &

9
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Williams, 1979). However, research and documented knowledge have little

specific to say about how these factors affect instructional leadership in

schools and classrooms. It is the experience of the BSC and its partners

that several kinds of central office support can help to establish and

sustain the kind of instructional leadership described above at the school

and classroom levels.

STUDENTS'
ENTERING
BEHAVIORS

CLASSROOM
Prior Learning
Student Engaged Time
Academic Performance
Instructional Overlap

TEACHER
Plan
Manage
Instma

STUDENTS'
YEAR-END
ACHIEVEMENT

PRINCIPAL
Plan
Train
Supervise

Figure 3. The leadership plan:. the school level.

The functions of central office staff are similar to those of princi-

pals, and are equally concerned with the classroom dimensions which affect

student achievement. These functions, however, are primarily directed to

the support of principals. The central office functions are: planning

5 10



with principals, training principals to perform their role-related

functions, and providing participatory supervision to principals. These

central office functions are intended to facilitate efforts of principals

to promote and support growth of teachers as instructional leaders.

Figure 4 depicts the relationship of district leadership to the prin-

cipal, teacher, and classroom. The solid double-headed arrow between

principal and district indicates a two-way flow of information. Although

much of tile communication will be informal, the principal and district

leadership should also have formal conferences in which they review the

documented outcomes of the principal's conferences with teachers.

STUDENTS'
ENTERING
BEHAVIORS

CLASSROOM
Prior Learning
Student Engaged Time
Academic Performance
Instructional Overlap

1

STUDEN rs'
YEAR-END
ACHIEVEMENT

"

PRINCIPAL
Plan
Train
Supervise

DISTRICT
Plan
Train
Supervise

Figure 4. The leadership plan: the district level.
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District leadership and the principal give explicit attention during their

own conferences to the status of classrooms with respect to the focus

variables and to the teachers' plans for and success in improving instruc-

tion. During the conferences and throughout the year, the_instructional

leadership plan calls for the district leadership to be continuallyoalert

to opportunities to assist principals with the conduct of their own

leadership responsibilities and functions.

The arrow from students' year-end achievement to the district indi-

cates the importance of these assessment data to central office staff.

For example, during district/principal conferences, district leadership

evaluates the tlassroom information compiled by the principal in terms of

students' past achievement and district goals for their achievement in the

current year.

Although the district relies primarily on the principals for informa-

tion concerning schools and classrooms, district leadership may also

acquire information directly through personal visits and reports. The

arrows in Figure 4 from classroom and teacher to district leadership

acknowledge this, and are broken to indicate that central office staff's

visits to classrooms and with teachers are necessarily much less frequent

than those of principals.

Staff Development

In order to implement Achievement Directed Leadership, educators need

to (1) be informed of the program; (2) understand and develop skills in

the use of instruments and procedures associated with the immvement

cycle; and (3) plan for implementation and maintenance of the program in

17 12



their own organintions. In short, they require a program of specialized

staff development. The fourth main element of Achievement Directed

Leadership is such a program.

The staff development program is not canned, and cannot be effec-

tively implemented by instructional leaders who use the, program materials

simply as recipes: Initial training and support should be acquired from

an external agency. However, school districts should not depend continu-

ally upon outside assistance. The major thrust of the staff developmente

program is to assist school districts and sahools to acquire their own

capability to sustain Achievement Directed Leadership in their organiza-

tions, and, if they choose, to lend initial implementation assistance to

other school districts and schools.

The orientation to Achievement Directed Leadeiship is short and

should be given by a knowledgeable session leader. The purpose of this

orientation experience is to inform prospective users about Achievement

Directed Leadership and the staff development program. The decision to

adopt all, or part, of the program may require additional information and

discussions.

There are two kinds of training which help educators develop under-

standing and skills in the use of Achievement Directed Leadership. One

kin& trains instructional leaders in the management of classroom variables

'"441

and is divided into two separate packages, one relating to content vari-

ables and the other to time variables. The other provides instructional

leaders with training specifically related to their roles and functions in

the leadership plan.

13
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Training in the management of the content variables focuses on the

importance of prior learning and coverage of criterion-relevant content

and describes the activities of the improvement cycle associated with each

variable. Workshop experiences prepare district staff and principals to

assist teachers in the preparation and use of integrated instructional `

plans that attend to these two variables. These plans also provide a

means for instructional leaders, including teachers, to monitor content

coverage and mastery of content during the course of the year.

Training also prepares all instructional leaders to be competent

managers of student engaged time. Portions of the training are presented

on videotape. Precoded videotapes of actual classrooms provide practice

in classroom observation. On completion of training, trainees can collect

data on student engaged time, compare their data with data from similar

classrooms reported in research studies, seleCt research-based classroom

strategies to exploit identified opportunities for improving student

engaged time, and' implement and monitor the classroom modifications.

Although current training does not treat students' academic perform-

ance as a focus variable, the approach recognizes the critical importance

of this variable. In'the third phase of the instructional improvement

cycle, special attentiOn is given to the success of students with daily

work, to their mastery of curriculum units, and to their maintenance of

previous achievements.

oIt is recommended that Achievement Directed Leadership be implemented

district-wide, and to this end, separate versions of instructional leader-

ship training are provided for educators at each level of the district,

Training makes clear the.roles of the respective levels in the leadership

14
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plan. It also details the functions of each level, provides baCkground

information relative to each function, and suggests ways.leaders can

facilitate performance of these furictions. In short, this training is

designed to aid-all instructional leaders to coordinate and focus their

efforts to establish, support, and sustain effective cla'ssroom instruction

withit effective schools and districts.

Training in the leadership plan is not a brief intensive experience

as is the initial training for management of the classroom variables.

Rather, leadership plan training is an on=the-*job, continuing experience

in the solvLng of reaLproblems associated with the implementation and

institutionalization of Achievement Directed Leadership.

Since problems associated with implementation and institutionaliza-

tion are often shared across levels of the school district, the leadership

training is designed to assist the school district with the planning and

conduct of leadership seminars or conferences that address these problems

on a cross-level basis. Although the assistance of an external consultant

may be required to plan and conduct early leadership seminars, these

experiences are intended to prepare leaders to assume early management of

their own planning and problem-solving sessions:.

11.5
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CHAPTER THREE

FIELD TEST EVALUATION PROCEDURES

This chapter describes the procedures used in conducting the field

test of the basic skins instructional improvement approach during the

1981-1982 school year. Separate sections describe the general context for

the test, present the conceptual framework,for the,study, indicate the

data collection procedures that were employed, note data analysis plans,

and discuss stgdy limitations.

Context for the Field Test

During the late spriAg and summer of 1981, districts which might

serve as sites for the field test were investigated. One main site was

selected as the focus of the field test.
1 This site, referred to as the

New Jersey School District, agreed to mount a reasonably full implementa-

tion of Achievement Directed Leadership during the 1981-82 school year.

The New Jersey SchOol District had cooperated with RBS in the

development of the BSC approach for three years prior to the field test

year. Developmental efforts were undertaken with a few volunteer teachers

1During the 198182 school year, the BSC also worked with and

collected information from two other school districts (one in Pennsylvania

and one in Delaware) in regard to implementation of Achievement Directed

Leadership. Each of these two districts represented an opportunity to

test supplementary qtlestions about the effectiveness Of Achievement

Directed Leadership. Areprt on each district's utilization of the

program is found in the appendices (Appendix A for the Pdnnsylvania

District and Appendix B for the Delaware district).

17



in each of four elementary schools. The field test represented expansion

and full implementation of the Achievement Directed Leadership program in

.the district's eight elementary schools and one middle school. Implementa-

6,
tion plans indicated that the district would endeavor to reasonably

replicate all elements of the Achievement Directed Leadership program.

Field Test Framework

Table 1 presents the overall franework that was used to guide the

field test. The,framework contains five levels: (1) the BSC; (2) central

office staff/district (e.g., superintendents, assistant superintendents,

curriculum supervisors/coordinators); (3) principal/school; (4) teacher/

classroom; and (5) student/classroom. At each level, the functions listed

in the table refer to the prescribed activities for that level thatdtre

deemed essential for implementing the approach. At the BSC level ihe

primary functions are planning and conducting initial orientation of dis-

trict staff to the improvement approach, planning and delivering training

to distri,ct staff in theouse of the approach, and providing follow-up

technical assistance to ensure and upgrade the quality of implementation.

Essentially, these three functions are concerned with the process of

initially installing and maintaining the improvement approach in the field

test sites. Ideally, implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership

helps school districts to develop the capacity to establish and sustain

the instructional improvement approach. Appropriate central office staff

should acquire a strong commitment to the program, as well.as the knowl-
,

edge and skills needed to implement it. Therefore, an important objective

22
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.Table 1
Field Test Framework

Level Functions

Field Test
Objectives

Field Test'
Methods

BSC Plan'and conduct district
orientation to the improve-

ment approach

Plan and deliver initial

training to district staff

in the use of the approach

Provide follow-up techniCal

assistance to diStridt to

facilitate iMplementation of

the approach

Document the process of

- initially installing the

improvement approach

Documentthe outcomes of

installing the improve-

ment approach in terms

'of acquired knowledge,

skills and attitudes

.Observe orieneation and training

sessions

Observe Implementation Seminars,

Interview participants (i.e., dis-
,

trict leadership and supervisors)

Survey participantS"reactions
to orientation/training

District Plan and conduct principals'

orientation to the improve-

ment approach

Plan and conduct training

of principals in use of the

approach (i.e., their role-

related functions)

Engage in participatory-
supervision with principals

DoCument the process and

outcomes of staff develop-

ment for principals

Document the process and

outcomes of participatory-

supervision

Observe orientation and training

sessions

Interview district staff and prin-

cipals about district/principal

supervisory conferences

Analyze District/Principal Con-

ference Form

Survey principals' reactions to

orientation/training

23 24



Table 1::(continued)
Field Test FramewOrk'

Level Functions

Field Test
Objective

Principal Plan and conduct teachers'
orientation to the improve-
m(nt approach

Plan and conduct training of
teachers in the use of the
imkovement cycle/focus
variables

4 Engage in participatory-
supervision with teachers

Document the process and
outcomes of staff develop-
ment for teachers

Document the process and
outcomes of participatory'
sui3ervIsion

o-Document principals' use
of the imftovement cycle

Field Test
Methods

Observe orientation and training .

sessions

Interview principals and teachers

about district/principal supervi-
sory conferences'

Analyze the Principal/Teacher
Conference Form

'to Survey teachers' reactions to

orientation/training

4, Validate classroom observations.

Teacher Plan lessons and classroom
activities

Manage'the classroom

Deliver instruction

Document teachers' use of
the improvement cycle/focus
vaulables to guide planning
management, and delivery of
instruction

Interview teachers about use of
the improvement cycle and its. liii-

pact on planniing, managetent,eand
delivery of instruction

Obtain confirmatory reports from
principals, district,staff, and'
BSC field staff of teachers' use

of cycle

SurV:ey teachers'. use of improve-

menE cycle
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Table .1110continued)
Field Test Framework

Level Functions

Field Test
Objective

Student Demonstrate student class-
room behaviors identified as

critical to achievement

Demonstrate appropriate
levels of achievement in
basic skills subjects

Document impacts of the im-
provement approach on criti-'
cal student behaviors

Document impacts of the
improvement approach on
students' achievement in
reading/language arts and

mathematics

Field Test
Meth9ds

Analyze student,behavlors: student
engaged time; instructional over-
lap; academic performance; and
prior learning

Analyze'students' achievement
based on standardized achievement
tests used in the district
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of the field test was to document both the processes and outcomes of the

BSC's work with the district level.

At the second and third levels within the field test framework,

district leadership and principals share coimon functions: planning,

training, and supervision. Ideally, central office steff,are responsible

for planning and conducting the principals' orientation and training and

for providing participatoty supervision to principals with respect to the

principals' responsibilities. Principals, in turn, are responsible for

planning, training, and supervising teachers. The field test objectives

at the district level were td dpcument the processes and outcomes of

principals' staff development and central office participatory supervision

of principals. At the principal level, the objectives were to document

the processes and outcomes of staff development for teachers, participa-

tory supervision of teachers by principals, and principals' use of the

improvement cycle.

The primary functions at the teacher level are planning, managing the

classroom, and delivering instruction. Utilized properly, the improvement

cycle cdn aid the'teacher to improve his/her performance in these func-

tional areas. The field test'objective at this level was to document

teachers' use of the improvement cycle and focus variables.in performing

these functions.

,At the fifth level.of the framework, students are expected to demon-

strate behaviors that promote effective learning (i.e., behaviors associ-

ated with the BSC focus variables) and to perform at apPropriate leyels of.

achievement in basic skills. At the student.level the field test was pri-
4:.3-A

"parily cbncerned with the assessment of expected outcomes of the approach,
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namely, improved student classroom behaviors and improved achievement in

basic skills subjects.

Data Collection Procedures

As indicated in the last column of Table 1, multiple data sources

were used to address the field test objectives at each of the five levels.

The variety of sources is indicated in Table 2. Due to resource con-

straints and feasibility considerations, most of the information was

self-report in nature. In order to enhance the reliability of these data,

attempts were made to "triangulate" wherever possible. Several types of

educators (e.g., superintendent, principal, teacher) were questioned about

the same topics in order to gain insight into their various perspectives.

Consistency of findings fromdifferent sources adds ;:tredibility to argu-

ments of effectiveness. Each of the data sources is briefly described

below. A copy of many of the forms/instruments is included-in Appendix C.

District/School Documentation: Proposals, plans, correspondence,

reports, and memos were collected from the district and reviewed.

BSC Contact Reports: This was a formal processJor documenting

all BSC field work. The reports describe objectives, activities,
outcomes, and future plans for each contact.

BSC Observations and Informal Interviews: BSC observers attended

some orientation and training sessions and made impressiOnistic

totes. Other informal observations and discussions occurred

throughout the course of the field test.

Post-Training Questionnaires: Specific questionnaires tailored to

each training event solicited participants' reactions to training,

self-assessments of acquired knowledge and skills, and general.

comments.

Post-Training Interviews: Interviews were conducted with district

staff and principals to obtain in-depth information regarding the

effectiveness of training and their perceptions of the Achievement

Directed Leaaership approach.
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2/17/83 Table 2

Summary of Field Test Data Sources, by Level

Data Sources

Level of Analysis

BSC
Level

District
revel.

Principal
Level ,

Teacher
Level

Student,
Level

District/School Documentation 0 X X 0

BSC Contact Reports X X X 0 0

BSC Observations and Informal X X -X

Interviews

Post-Training Questionnaires X 0 X

Post-Training Interviews X 0

District/Principal Conference X 0 0 0

Forms

Preliminary and Final Superinten- X 0 . 0 0

dent Interviews

Final District Staff Interviews X 0 0 0

Final Principal Interview 0 X 0 0

Principal Questionnaire
0 X 0 0

Principal Participatory Supervision
.

Interview
X 0

Principal/Teacher Conference Form X O. .

Tea&er nuestionnaire
0 O. X 0

Final Teacher Interview
0 0 X 0

Instructional Overlap Forms
0 X.

Classroom,Observation Forms
0 .X

Standardized AobleveMent Tests
X

_ .

NOTE: X indicates'primary data source

0 indicates secondary data source
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District/Principal Conference Forms: This form was used by

district leadership and principals to identify opportunities to

develop effective strategies for instructional improvement.

Field Interviews with Superintendent, District Staff, Principals,

and Teachers: Specific interviews tailored to each group were

administered at the.end of the school year. These were generally

designed to elicit information about roles and activities during

the year, perceived success and problems, and overall reactions to

the approach. The superintendent was also interviewed at the

beginning of the field test.

.,Principal and Teacher Questionnaires: Forms (primarily close-

ended) directed to each specific group were designed to obtain

information on the extent and quality of implementation and

reactiong to the approach. These were administered once towards

the end of the school year.

Principal Participatory Supervision Interview: Special interviews .

were designed to describe principals' experiences in using the

improvement cycle and in conducting participatory supervision with

teachers.

Principal/Teacher Conference Form: This form was designed to help

principals and teachers implement the improvement cycle and con-

duct participatory supervision conferences. The form summarizes

information on prior learning, instructional overlap, success and

mastery levels, engaged and allocated time, and engagement rate.

This information was to be used to identify opportunities for

improvement.

Instructional Overlap Forms: Various forms were used to summarize

the degree to which-each teacher's instruction matched the content

on the appropriate achievement test.

Classroom Observation Forms: These, forms were used to structure

observations and to describe and calculate allocated time; engaged

time, and engagement rate.

Standardized Achievement Tests: These tests are part of the

district's testing program and are administered in spring each

year to all students: The New Jersey School District used the

California Achievement Test (CAT).. In addition, scores from the

statewide basic skills competency test were avaiiable. total

reading and mathematics ,subscores were collected ; students took

Scores for special education and English as a Second Language

(ESL) students were not included in the collected data.
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the level of the test designated by the test publisher as appro-
priate for their grade.

It is clear from this wide variety of information sources that the scope

of the overall field test data base is quite large.

Data Analysis Plans

The guiding principle in the data analysis was reduction of the

, enormous quantity of information to a simple, straightforward, and

meaningful level. Since much of the data was qualitative and/or self-

report, the analyses were primarily descriptive. Interviews were

abstracted using a structured format,,and general themes were reported in

narrative fashion. Survey checklists and observation data were summarized

in terms of descriptive statistics, including frequencies, means, and

percentages. Quantitative data were collapsed into meaningful categories

wherever possible.

General indices were constructed to summarize implementation and

classroom process data. -The implementation index synthesized Information

on principal and teacher attitudes and behaviors related to use of the key

elements of the Achievement Directed Leadership program. The classroom

process indices related student engaged time and instructional overlap

data to existing research findings in terms of expected levels of student

achievement. Both implementation and classroom process indices were

developed to examine the relationship between these variables.and student

achievement. The procedures for deriving implementation indices are

found in Appendix D. Because the validity and reliability of these
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indices are subject to question, caution must be exercised in interpreting

results.

The primary level for reporting implementation and achievement data

vas the school. Where appropriate, grade level data within a school were

examined. Analysis of classroom data would have been ideal, and attempts

were made to collect data at the student level. However, initial analyses

indicated severe data completeness problems and lack of representative

ness. Analyses at the school level can be made with reasonable confidence

since there were numerous data points and sufficient sample sizes.

Analysis of achievement data was guided by the Title I norm

referenced evaluation model (model A1t see Tallmadge & Wood, 1976). This

model compares students' standing relative to national norms at one point

in time to their standing relative to national norms at a subsequent point

in time. All things considered, position relative to the norms should not

substantially change across test dates. Introduction of an appropriate

educational intervention is hypothesiied to account for changes in rela

tive student achievement observed. Normal curve equivalents (NCEs) were

used as the basis for analysis. These are standardized scores with a mean

of 50 and a standard deviation of 21.06. Scores were collected for each

participating field test school at each grade within a school for 1980,

1981, and 1982.- A "diagonal" analysis 'of results was conducted, i.e.,

results of students in &rade three in 1982 were compared with results of

students in grade two in 1981 and grade one in 1980. The comparlson from

year to year is, therefore, essentially for the same groups of students.

Scores do not exist, of course, for field test second graders before 1981,

or for first graders before 1982. Therefore, school means spannifig the
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three years (1980, 1981, 1982) do not include scores for these two grades.

,Change from 1980 to 1981 was used as a baseline to compare with gains

registered from 1981 to 1982.

There are no hard and fast rules for interpreting the significance of

NCE gain scores. Some evaluators suggest a change of one-third of a

standard deviation (i.e., seven NCE points),,as a rule of thumb for

educational significance, while others note that any change (i.e., one NCE

point) is good (Tallkadge, & Wood,-1980; Tallmadge, 1976). Examination of

the .standard error of the difference between means for samples in this

\

study suggested that a.change of five NCE points from year to year could

be regarded as an appropriate rule of thumb for determining the educe-

tional significance of gains.

Limitations of the Field Test

Due to the developmental nature of the Achievement Directed Leader-

ship program, as well as feasibility and resource constraints, no appro-

priate ,control or comparison groups were available for the field.test.

Thus, the evaluation Was not rigorous in an experimental sense. The

design can be categorized as nonex7erimental rather than true or quasi-

-

experimental (Campbell & Stanley, 1966). A nonexperimental evaluation

design does not imply, however, that the test was performed in a haphazard

way or that it-did not provide indicators of the success or failure of the

BSC approach. On the contrary, a wealth of consistent information was

gathered that, collectively, lends credence to beliefs about hypothesized

program effects. Although indicators of descriptive or correlational

relationships are not as credible as.indicators of experimental, causal
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relationships, they, nevertheless, provide support for arguments

concerning program effectiveness. 11

Limitations to the field test evaluation fall into four major

categories: (1) timing issues, (2) design issues, (3) analytic'issues,

and (4) data issues. Any interpretation of field test results must

recognize the implications of the issues. Each of the issues is discussed

below in more detail.

Time issues

The Achievement Directed Leadership program is a large scale and

fairly complex educational innovation. Such an innovation requires a con-

siderable length of time to become fully implemented in a school district.

It is not a program that can be "plugged in" at the start of the school

year; rather, a gradual and extended implementation process should be

employed. For the field test, it.was expected that full implementation

would require at least. an entire school year. According to the developers

of the approach, significant changes in student behavior and achievement

might not occur in the first year of impletentation of the approach since

practitioners would still be acquiring proficiency in their roles and

functions. A more realistic objective for a one year implementation is

the helping of educational practitioners, particularly

principals and teachers, to establish t'he proper conditions in schools and

classrooms which research indicates will ultimately facilitate improvement

in student learning. Nevertheless, the BSC considered the assessment of

student outcomes to be a foremost objective of the field test.
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Design issues

A second major limitation relates to the overall evaluation design.

Perhaps the most critical problem in the field test is whether any

observed changes or improvements in student behavibr and achievement can

be attributed solely to the effects of Achievement Directed Leadership or

to other factors occurring in the field test district. There is wide-

spread agreement among evaluation researchers that the most powerful way

of demonstrating that an intervention has a real effect on some outcome is

to employ an experimental design in which, typically, pre and posttests

are given to a randomly selected group receiving the treatment and to other

randomly selected groups receiving either no treatment or some variation.
7

However, an 'experimental or quasi-experimental design was not appropriate

or feasible for the field test-for-the following reasons. ,First, the New

Jersey School District was interested in adopting the improvement approach

on a district-wide basis. Under this condition, there would be no, classes,

or schools within the district that could serve as valid controls or

comparisons. Second, an experimental design would not have been feasible

to implement given the administrative structure and operating constraints

of the district. Third, pursuant to earlier discussions with the NIE,' it

was understood that an experimental design was not a desideratum of the

field test.

One way that the field test evaluation dealt with the design problem

was to coMpare results with national norms and baseline data. However,

although norms and baseline data were available for the assessment of

students' achievement, there were no comparable data for measures of

program implementation and three of the student behavior variables (i.e.,
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academic pet:formance, student engaged time, and instructional ovetlap).

There was no way of determining the status of these variables in the dis-

trict in previous years; consequently, assessment of the impact of the

approach on students was primarily limited to analysis of data gathered -

during the field-test year (1981-32).

Inteiviews and observations with school and central office staff

indicate that there were no major demographic changes during 3981-1982

that would account for substantial changes In student achievement and that

no new insqructional programs were introduced during the field test year.

Analytic issues

The third set of limitations relates to analytic issues. Two

important considerations are unit of analysis And the data analysis model.

Ideally,, the preferred unit of analysis for examining achievement gains is

thjclassroom because Achievement Ditected Leadership is.intended to

directly affect students in the classroom,.and because any ,other unit of

analysis above the classroom fails to capture expected variation among

, teachers in their use of the approach. Hoever, analyses were performed

primarily at,the school level and secondarily at the grade and/or district

level because of the difficulty of Obtaining implementation, process, and

achievement data at the classroOm level.' For example, obtaining classroom

level data, wouldrequire gathering ahd matching achievement results from

1980, 1981, and 1982 on eace.h student within a class. Massive manipulation

of class lists and massive reorganization.of 1980 and 1981 data would be

required to perfotm this match. COnsiaerable effort was expended in attempt-

ing to do this, but resulted in a iinal data set that included only about



40 percent of the 1981-1982 studentpopulation, ,Statistical tests Aemon-

strated that this group was not representative of the overall group. In'

addition, implementation data at the classroon. level were suspect, as

discussed later in this section. Consequently,-the lowest level unit of

analyais chosen for impact assessment was the grade level.. Thepatch

between students moving from one grade level to the next, while not per-

fect, was felt by district staff to be very good, and these data were much

more easily obtainable than the classroom level data. The assumption made

by the field test design is that the effects of grade level population

changes were minimal.

Many authors have nofed"limitations that must be considered when the

norm-referenced evaluation model is used to analyze achievement effects

(e.g., Horst, Tallmadge, & Wood, 1975; Echternacht, 1978; Ozenne, 1978).

While most researchers recognize these limitations, the model is still

considered acceptable (e.g., U. S. Federal Register, 1979; Dermaline &

'Illader,-1981; Maye, 1981; Tallmadge & Wood, 1980) and is probably the most

feasible and frequently-used evaluation paradigm for assessing achievement

gains. The°major limitation of the model rela es to the assumption that

the achievement status of-the evaluation group remains constant relative ,

to the norm group over the pre to posttest interval if no special treatment

is provided. The validity of this assumption is unknown. Also, since-the

field test evaluation relied on available all accessible date, results by

grade from year to year were basea on different test levels. This repre-

sents a considerable problem for the interpretation of gains across years.

The assumption that is made in the field test is that the norming pro-

cedures used in test standardization result in comparable samples for each N.L:.
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successive test le4el. Since schools weie uSe1 as"sampling units for the

norming studies, this assumption seems reasoLable. However, it must"be

0

.recogniZed that the comparisOn zroups`clo change, somewhat, from year to

year.

Data issues,

The final set of field test limitations has'to do with the quality'of

implementation atie-cThssroom process data. Although the ideal case, would '

have been for the BSC to collect hard, objective data, economic and feasi-
.

bility constraints precluded that option. Consequently, all implementa-

tion and classroom process data we're based on solf reports. The relia-

bility of this information-at the' classroom level is somewhat questionable

and may, in many instances, give spuriously high estiMates. For this

reason, data were-aggregated at the school level (for implementation) or

grade level (for classroom process). In addition, due to the enormous

quantity of qualitative
tnformation, data measuring similat variables were

aggregated into summary,indices. Although more confidence can be placed

in these aggregate& data, some fine details may be lost in the transla-

'tion. The aggregated informat.:on on program implementation 'and classroom

processes seems to give fairly accurate, although,somewhat global, indi-

cators of actiVities and events at the field test schools.
5

In summary, it'must be recognized that the field test was not

desigvled to be an experimental study. Because of this, several

assumptions were made which limited the study's ability to establish

causal relationships between-program 4mplementation and observed changes

,instudent behavier and achievement. The evaluation limitations do not,.
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however, discount evidence gleaned from the field test. Rather, they

emphasize the need for caution in interpreting results. Overall, the

analysis of data collected during the field test provides a fairly

accurate picture of the implementation and impact of Achievement Directed

Leadership in the New Jersey School District.

41:
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CHAPTER FOUR

FIELD TEST UNDINGS: NEW JERSEY SCHOOL DISTRICT

This chapter presents the field test findings in the New Jersey

School District regarding initallation and implementation of Achievemeni

Directed Leadership as well as the outcomes related to the improvement

program. Following a brief overview of the district, field test findings

are discussed in relation to the five levels,described in the evaluation

framework in Table 1 on page 19: BSC, district, principal, teacher, and

student. The discussion of findings for each level indicates how the

improvement process is expected to function at.that level, what activities

and outcomes actually occurred, and what conclusions can be drawn. The

levels 4re interrelated in that results at the first foUr levels suggest

expectations for outcomes at the student 1.evel. A section between the

teacher and student lever's summarizes prOgram installation and

implementation, and detail§ how expectations for student level outcomes

are derived. A concluding section summarizes field test findings in the

New Jersey School District.

District Overview

The New Jetbey School District was selected as the site for the field

test because of its comprehensive implemention plans for Achievement

Directed Leadership. Although the BSC had been working in this district

for three years, the previous work involved only.a few teachers in each of

four elementary schbols and focused on the development of clasg'room

materials.
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In 1978-79 two schools (Schools A and H) became development sites; a

few basic skills teachers at each school were trained in an early version

of the time management materials and worked through the improvement cycle

once, i.e., classes were observed, Opportunities for improvement

identified, and strategies selected and implemented one time. School H

was eliminated as a development site for the following year (1979-80) due

to its small size and relatively high student achievement scores.

In 1979-80 a few basic skills teachers from School A, along with

others from Schools C and G, were trained in time management; a few

teachers from Schopl A were also introduced to the management of instruc-

tional content. Teachers at School 4 worked through the improvement cycle

for time management twice during the year; teachers at Schools C and G

worked through the cycle. once. Implementation of content management was

not attempted at. School A.

Tn 1980-81,_sele_cted teachers from all threeschools were trained in

the management of content. These teachers attended`to instructional

overlap throughout the year, in addition to working through the

improvement cycle once for time management.

.In 1980 the district acquired a new superintendent, an experienced

urban educator who had been an assistant superintendent of another urban

sdhool district in the state. He felt that the spc approach had signifi-

cant potential for improving basic skills instruction and achievement, and

decided to implement the approach in grades K-8 district-wide during the

1981-82 school year, the year of the field test. In addition, a former

4. a
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high school administrator with strong professional interest in curriculum

and instruction was appointed assistant superintendent. These top level

administrators played major roles in implementing and maintaining the

improvement program throughout the field test. Other key central office

staff involved in the field test included the superintendent's administra-

tive assistant and several staff from thedistrict's newly created Depart-

ment of Instruction (DOI). The superintendent's administrative assistant

had been a respected dist7ict principal and was responsible for the

district's testing program, scheduling, and communications. The DOI staff

acted primarily as curriculum coordinators.

This district consists of eight elementary schools, one middle

school, and a senior high school. All but the latter participated in the

field test. Some characteristics of the nine field test schools are

summarized in Table 3. Three field test elementary schools contained

grades K-6 and five contained grades K-7. The middle school, with grades

7 and 8, was substantially larger than most of the elementary schools.

However, the elementary schools also varied in size, with the average

daily4enrollment ranging from 152, at School H, to 573 at School F.

Although the district is relatively small, its student body had much

in common with the student populations of many large urban areas: low

socio-economic status, a high rate of student turnover (in 1979 more than

50 percent of the students were leaving the system before completing high

school), low student achievement scores, and a high percentage of minority

(90 percent) and English as Second Language students. In an effort to

reverse the pattern of low achieyement, the new superintendent, at the
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Table 3

c,

. Description of Field Test Schools: New Jersey School District

,

.

Characteristics
School
A

School
B

School
C

School
D

School
E

School
F

School
G

SChool
H

School
I

Grades-in School X-6 K-7 'K-6 K-7 K-7 .K-7 K-6 K-7 7-8

Average Daily Enrollment 377 259 431 328 323 573 317 152 662

Average Daily Attendance
Rate

92% 91% 90% 93% 93% 90% 91% 91% 82% .

Number of Classroom
Teachers 20 17 18

.

18 17 32 14 8 27

Average Class Size 17 13 19 18 20 20 20 17 25

Average Years Experience
of Teachers .

Over
10

Over
10

Over
1

L

10

Over
10

Over
10

Over
10 5710

Over
10

Over
10

.

.

,

45 38 .

.____-_---,...........i............1.1.0.11.1mmmie......
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time of his appointment, accepted the challenge of raising district test

scores by the end of the 1982-83 school year. The strong interest of the

school board in impyoving student achievement encouraged central office

support of Achievement Directed Leadership, and probably accounts, in

part, for the administration's insistence on full implementation of the

program. The success in implementing the program as well as concomitant

outcomes is discussed, by level, in th-;) sections that follow.

The BSC Level

In Achievement Directed Leadership, the functions of the BSC, or any

external agent, are to plan and deliver orientation and initial training,

and to provide follow-up technical assistance to practitioners to help

them implement the approach. The goal of the BSC is to transfer the plan-

ning, training, and implementation functions to local staff through a

capacity-building approach. Responsibility for these functions should

gradually shift from the BSC to the district. For example, regarding

training, the BSC ideally provides district administrators with initial

7

training in program concepts, models appropriate training skills, and

directly assists in the district's' own initial training efforts. The

expected outcome of these activities is the district's ability to ade-

quately conduct its 'own training for all staff. This section of the

report-briefly describes how the BSC performed die functions of an ex-

ternal agent as well as the outcomes of its efforts.



Orientation of Administrators

Although several New Jersey School District administrators were

introduced to the time and content materials during the course of the

earlier development process,.all administrators scheduled to participate

in full-scale implementation received a basic orientation to program con-

cepts and field test requirements during May and June 1981. The BSC held

a series of orientation meetings with the superintendent and his Adminis-

trative Council. The council was comprised of four assistant super-

intendents, another special assistant to the superintendent, and the

president of the principals' association.
1 This series of meetings pro-

vided the council with a systematic overview of the program. As a result

of the meetings, the council endorsed the improvement approach as a dis-

trict priority for the coming school year and plans were made for sched-

uling and conducting orientation for all district principals. Principal

orientation, conducted by B.SC staff late in June, consisted of an overview

of the principal's role and responsibilities within the program. This

overview was intended as a brief introduction prior to formal principal

training scheduled later in the summer.

Initial' Training of Central Office Staff and Principals

Initial training of central office staff and principals in the time

and content variables was conducted by the BSC during a week in late

1
The Council was later expanded to include,the president of the

.
local teachers' association.
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summer devoted to general administrative training. AlthOugh most of the

week was devoted to this training, part of-the agenda also included other

district business. Consequently, the amount of.training time actually

allocated to the program was somewhat less than original,y anticipated and

desired. Training workshops covered major program concepts and skills as

well as ipplications for planning and implementing the approach at the

individual schoOl and classroom levels.

All principals and.assistant principals in the district as well as

most of the central office staff attended the time and content workshops

conducted by the BSC. Participants from the ceneral office included the

superintendent, the assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruc-

tion, the assistant to-the superintendent, and 11 members of the dis-

trict's Department of Instruction (DOI). A total of 15 hours was devoted

to training in management of the time and content variables, and to plan-

ning for implementation. In addition to the two majorwarkshops prerlented-

during the week of administrator training, BSC staff conducted a half-day

planning session with all administrators to, prepare them for leading

teacher orientation later in the fall. The paimary BSC field persOn for

the New Jersey School District felt that more administrator training would

have been helpful.

In general, training was well'received by central office staff and

principals. Reactions to the training are summarized in Table 4. The

results Show a very high degree bf satisfaction with all aspects of the

training, igith all workshop ratings in the "very good" to "superior"

range. The highest ratings were given to the expertise of the training
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Table 4

Summary of Participant Reactions to Training Workshops: New Jersey Schobl District

Rating Category

Content Management Workshop'
Central Office Staff, Principals (n=26)

Time Management Workshop ' c

Central Office Staff, Principals (n=26)

Expertise of training staff

Quality of presentation/training

Quality of materials

Relevance of content

Likelihood that program will
work in your situation

4;6

4.1

4.1

4.0

.

,

J

. 1

4.7

4.4

4.5

4.4

3.9

.

OVERALL RATING 4.2 .

4.4 D

4Ei

Scale

5 . Superior
4 = Very Good
3 = Average
2 = Below Average
1 = Poor

Data sources: post-training questionnaires



staff. Participants in the training sessions were also.asked to assess

their understanding of the major training objectives and to indicate At

confident they were in applying the concepts and techniques learned to a '

school situation. Detailed results are presented in Appendix E. Overall,

administrators felt confident about heir ability to perform the tasks

needed to implement the improvement program. Most respondents to the

training questionnaire did not report a need for further instruction and'

asistance, although a few principals*who were interviewed after training

expressed a desire for further assistance. Post-training interviews'indi-

cated that training was perceived as adequate. Comments suggested that

administrators felt slightly more confident about their contelit implemen-

.
tation skills than their time implementation or teacher orientation

0

skills. it was recognized that participation in the improvement effort

represented a major change in principals' roles as instructional leaders.

This caused some initial anxiety for a few principals, although most

seemed reasonably comfortable with the modifications. Observations of the

training sessions by BSC staff corroborated the post-training question-

naire and interview findings. However, observations indicated that the

level of program understanding and skills varied considerably across prin-

cipals and that level of commitment to the approach ranged from medium to

high following the initial ttaining.

In summary, the initial training provided by the BSC was generally

perceived by central office administrators and principalS as successful in

providing the knowledge, skills, and commitment needed to begin implemen-

tation of the improvement approach in the New Jersey School District.

Although, due to schedUling problems, the amount of training was somewhat



less'than that,suggested by the BSC, central office staff and principals

were viewed by 'the BSC as sufficiently prepared.to proceed with implemen-
,

tation plans.

Ongoing Support

BSC technical assistance and implementation support should ideally be

minimal after_initial programorientation and training because the school

district should assume major responsibility for program implementatfon.

However, since the field test was limited to a one-year effort, the BSC -

,

provided more hands-on assistance in the early stages than is suggested by

the Achievement Diredted Leadership model. Assistance from the'BSC fiel

staff was available to the district as needed. Field staff were called on

numerous times throughout the year to attend meetings, help solve

. .

implementation problems, plan and model activities, answer questions, and

reinforce understanding f major concepts.

The BSC played a major role in supporting the district's leadership

seminars. These seminars were a series of working sessions incdrporated

--within the superintendent's regular monthly meetings with principals.

Since improvement was a district priority, seminars focused primarily on

solving problems related to program implementation and on specific imPle-

mentation planning issues. For example, the sessions focused on issues

such as establishment of an overall management plan for the program,

development of formal plans for conducting teacher training, discussion of

principal/teacher conferences, and developtrient'of institutionalization

strategies for the next echool year. The sessions also served as a

primary vehicle for providing follow-up training to principals. BSC staff
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met with the superintendent and appropriate district leadership prior to

each seminar to decide on roles and responsibilities for conducting the

session. Initially, the BSC was a major contributor to the'actual conduct

of the seminars. However, the BSC involvement gradually dtminished as.the

superintendent assumed more responsibility for planning and conducting-the

sessions. By mid-yeaT, the superintendent's role was, primary and that of

the ESC secondary, as suggested by ehe improvement approach. Interviews

with distAct administrators indicated that support received from'BSC

staff was perceived as adequate and beneficial,

.In addition to regular leadership seminars with principals periodic

meetings were held with the superintendent and other central office staff

so the BSC could.help them with implementat.lon, These Meetings covered

issues suCh as the principal/teacher conference form,*etudents' daily

success rate, and classroom implioati;ons of:low andtbr varied-levelt of

students' entering achievement: As with the principals', leadership

seminars, the BSC role in conducting .-thePe meetings gradually diminished

as the superintendent assumed the majorleadership role.

In addition to ongoing BSC support, the technical assistance services

of another external agency, one of the state's regional Educational

Improvement Centers (EICs), were made available to administrators and

teachers. The EIC was an importantpartner In thP development,of-the

improvement approach in the New Jersey Scho l District and EIC staff acted

as back-up trainer6 durt.T the field test. Assistance from the EIC was

available on request, and its staff provided support on a limited basis

during the.field test.
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Summary and' Conclusions

Overall, initial installation of the program in the district was

regarded as a success by central office staff. Training was well redeived

and administrators were cdnfident that they 'had acquired the necesaary

knowledge and Aills-needed to successfully implement.all components of

the program. Observations by ,BSC.!staff indicated that there was variation

:among principals in their skill development and initial commitment to the .

program. :This suggested.that the quality of implementation would vary at

the school level. .Ongoing support was provided throughout the Year to .

supplement initial training and to assist in program planning, problem-
:,

solving, and maintenance.
Follow-up.assistance by BSC staff, and leader-

ship training seminars were perceived 'by administrators as adequate and
4

beneficial. As the school year progressed, district leadership, particuL.

larly the superintendent, gradually asymed more responsibility for

, program maintenanCe and implementation and the BSC role diminished as

suggested by the program model.

7

The District Level

Tliis section provides an account of implementation of.Achievement'

Directed Leadership at the district level and addresses the question of

how-andtn-What extent central office staff performed their role-related

functions: 44ahning, training, and superylaing. u ous central office .

staff members had major responsibilities for installing and implementing

the improvement approach in the New Jersey School District. Ideally, the

BSC.planning and training roles are assumed by these central.office staff

members who are then responsible for performing these functions at the
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principal or individual school level. In addition, central office staff

engage in participatory supervision with principals. In this process they

monitor ongoing progress, and work with building administrators in plan-

ning and dl,recting implementation activities. Actual implementation of

the approach by central office staff is briefly 'deacribed below in terms

of each of the three major district level functions.

Planning

Comprehensive planning by central office staff was a necessary ante-

cedent to successful program implementation. Implicit in all observed '

, -

installation and implementation activities was a great deal of systematic

planning. Planning sPecifically related to the field test began with the

initial series of orientation meetings involving the BSC, the superinten-

dent, and his administrative council. Planning activities continued

throughout the year and concluded with the development of long-range plans

for future school years. Each major decision regarding training and

implementation was preceded by comprehensive planning. For example,

extensive planning was required for such tasks as:

o preparing program budgets

o allocating necessary resources

o scheduling training sessions

o defining staff roles and responsibilities

o determining participatory-supervision procedures

o specifying training content

o structuring classroom 66servations



o developing curriculum guides

o solving problems.

Central office staff used planning checklists developed by the BSC to

guide their planning efforts (see Appendix F).

The superintendent was the key figure in the district's planning

effort. Following the initial planning and training activities conducted

during the summer, he developed a comprehensive ''mission statement" for

the district, outlining plans for improvement throughout the school year.

This mission statement
incorporated all key elements of the improvement

approach and became the basis for district level planning for the field

test year. District goals were set, staff roles and responsibilities were

explained, and procedures for reaching goals and assessing performance .

were detailed. The superintendent followed the plans he outlined in his

mission statement through his continuing, active role in the improvement

effort. Plans were systematically
reviewed and updated throup the series

of leadership seminars and other planning sessions described in the BSC

level section of the report. As previously noted, although the BSC con-

tributed heavily to the planning process in the early stages of program

installation and implementation, the superintent gradually assumed the

=

primary planning role.

Several other central office staff assisted the superintendent in the

planning process. Whereas the superintendent was responsible for policy

planning, other administrators were given responsibility for planning the

specific ways that the policies would be carried out. For example,the

assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction was charged with,

plannindall training activities as well as planning a district-wide
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curriculum for basic skills. The assistant superintendent worked on these

planning activities with the members of the Department of Instruction.

(DOI). The curriculum planning task was of central Importance to content

management. This planning effort resulted in the development of a

curriculum mapping guide titled the Basic Skills Curriculum Guide (A

Management Guide) for Reading, Language Arts and Mathematics Grades K-8,

which was analogous to the "School Year Planning Guide" specified by

Achievement Directed Leadership. The mapping guide indicates those basic

skills objectives included in the district's testing and assessment

program for each grade level. The guide was intended as an overall plan

for instructional content to be covered by each classroom teacher during

the course of the school year.

A DOI staff member was paired with each principal to assist in plan-

ning at the school and classroom levels. In general, these staff worked

closely,with principals in planning for program implementation. District

planning consisted of all preparations that were made to assure that

. \

principals, and to a lesser degree, teachers, carried out their functions
7\

\
properly. However, the level of'' OI involvement varied somewhat acrossP\

schools. In addition, many DOI staf ,reported that their level of
\\

involvement at individual schools lessened as the year progressed. In

interviews administered at the end of the yea\DOI staff reported that

they spent an average of 12 percent of their time throughout the year per-

forming all program related activities, including planning, training, and

supervision.
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Training

The improvement approach suggests that the BSC train central office

staff who, in turn, train principals who, in turn, train teachers in the

management of the instructional variables. As previously noted, initial

BSC training in the New Jersey School District was directed at both

central office staff and principals. The superintendent, in conjunction

with central office and BSC staff, provided follow-up training to princi-

pals throughout the school year during leadership seminars.

Although it was intended that principals assume primary responsi-

bility for teacher training, DOI staff were paired with each principal and

assisted in teacher training activities. The extent of their involvement

varied widely across schools depending, in large part, on each principal's

knowledge, skills, and commitment to the program. At some schools, DOI

staff assumed the entire responsibility for teacher training while at

others they played a relatively minor role. Specific outcomes of.teacher

training for each school are discussed in the principal level section.

Participatory Supervision

The concept of participatory
supervision at the district level

requires that central office staff participate with principals in a

variety of ways in order to strengthen the principals' problem-solving

abilities and to reinforce their work with teachers in using the

super n ens ent assumed a very active role

in the participatory supervision process and engaged in continuing

dialogue with principals concerning program implementation throughout the

school year. A major formal vehicle for this dialogue was the district/
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principal conference. Two conferences were conducted with each of the

nine principals involved in the program. These conferences provided an

opportunity for the superintendent and principal to discuss the critical

dimensions of the school and the classroom and to review plans and

activities. The superintendent indicated that the conferences were

beneficial both in helping him focus his own ideas on instruction and in

\assuring that principals were constantly aware of the instr ctional issues

addressed by the improvement program. In addition to the clistrict/

\

principal conferences, DOI staff assigned to each school mon\itored program

implementation and worked with principals to solve problems 4nd make'sure
_ ,

that program operations were following plans.

Summary and Conclusions

Overall, centraloffice leadership in the improvement effart was very

strong with the superintendent taking a very active rale in most aspects

of planning and actual implementation. The superintendent, along with the

assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction, engaged in

cooperative problem-solving with all DOI staff and principals at each of

the test schools. Jointly, the superintendent, DOI staff, and other

central office staff were responsible for district-wide planning and

training. The DOI staff cooperated with individual princiPals in planning

and teacher training and monitored principals' progress throughout the

year.

Participation of central office staff in the improvement program

represented a considerable change in their roles and responsibilities as
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instructional leaders. Table 5 summarizes information relating\to percep-

tions of these role changes. All central office staff and most principals

felt that central office staff spent more time during the field test 37ear

supporting basic skills instruction than in the previous year. Although

many teachers agreed with this, several did not see a change in the amount

of time since they had worked with DOt curriculum coordinators previously,

although in substantially different roles. Principals and central office

staff also agreed that the efforts of district level staff in supporting

basic skills instruction were more effective than in the previous year.

Many teachers were not sure of the effectiveness of central office support

since they had nqt seen the district's test results at the time of the

survey and had minimal access to district-wide information.

In summary, central office staff involvement in implementing the

program was very strong. The superintendent was very committed to the

improvement approach and provided the extensive support necessary for its

success. All district level planning and participatory supervision func-

tions were effectively carried out in accordance with the program model.

Although the BSC rather than the central office trained principals, a

deviation from the model, all necessary training and support were avail-

able and seemed to be successful.

Principal Level

The basic functions Of the principal in the improvement process are

essentially the same as those of central office staff: planning, train-

"ing, and supervising. Principals are a critical link in improving
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Table 5

Summary of Central Office Staff Implemenfation of

Achievement Directed Leadership: New Jersey School District

Indicator Respondent Group

-----

Perceived Change

Perception of time central Central Office Staff Increase (all indicat,ed increase

office staff spent support-
in working directly with schools)

ing basic skills instruc-
/

tion in the schools,
relative to prior year

,

.

Principals Increase (82% indicated increase
in working with them)

Teachers Uncertain (42% reported increase,
others not sure)

Perception of effective- Central Office Staff Increase (all.indicated marked
increase in effectiveness)

.

16 ess of district in
supporting basic skills
instruction, relative
to ptior year

Principals

,

Increase (all indicated increase
in effectiveness)

,

Teachers Uncertain (40% reported increase,
others not sure)

Data sources:- end-of-year questionnaires and interviews

V s
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schools. They are responsile for,translating global, district-wide

policies into action plans for guiding and monitoring instructional

improvement at their school. Principals perform the three major functions

at their schools by working closely with central office staff and teachers

in planning improvement activities, providing or arranging training

experiences, and engaging in participatory supervision with teachers as

they work together through the improvement cycle. Principal activities

are briefly described below in terms of the three major functions.

Planning

As wasthe case for central office staff, comprehensive planning by

princigals was a necessary antecedent to suCcessful program implementai,.

tion. Systematic planning was implicit in all observed activities at the

principal level. Principals planned collaboratively with DOI staff and

teachers in scheduling and preparing for teacher orientation and training,

structuring participatory supervision activities, and providing instruc-

tional leadership related to the content and time variables. In general,

principals followed the planning outlines for these activities as speci-

fied in the Instructional Planning checklists provided by the BSC. These

checklists are included in Appendix G.

Much of the principals' planning efforts in the early part of the

school year involved preparing for teacher orientation and training.

Planning tasks included scheduling, determining faculty participants,

setting agendas, handling logistics, and preparing for actual presenta-

tions. During the school year, planning focused otvimplementation issues

concerning the two major focus variables (student engaged time and .
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instructional overlap) and on the participatory supervision-Trocess.

Examples of these planning tasks were identifying prior learning data,

assisting in curriculum matching activities, identifying appropriate

instructional materials, identifying appropriate improvement strategies,

arranging necessary inservice activities, devenping schedules for

classroom observations and principal/teacher conferences, and clarifying.

procedures for conducting observations and conferences.

Table 6 briefly summarizescprincipal level implementation at each

school in terms of planning, training, supervisory activities, and

attitudinal reaction to the program. Although all principals participated

in the planning process to some degree, there was variation across schoo'ls

in the amount of planning. All except one principal (School H) reported

that they spent more time planning,with teachers during the field,test

year than they did in previbus Years. However, teachers' perceptions of

changes in their principal's planning role differed. At four schools

(Schools B, C, D, and d) they agreed with their principals 'that more time

was devoted to planning, but.teachers at two schools (Schools A and I)

indicated that this was not the case. Teachers at other schools had'mixed

opinions about the relative amount of principal planning, In addition to

findings presented in Table 6, all principals reported in end-of-year

interviews that the,program helped them become more successful in helping

teachers plan basic skills instruction.

Training

Achievement Directed Leadership suggests that principals deliver

training.in the improvement approach and the relevant instructional
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Table 6 ,

Summary of Principal Implementation

of Achievement Directed Leadership: New Jersey School,District

S C. H 0 '0 L

Principal Level Variables
and Data Source

A B D E V G H I

,

Did principal spend more time

planning with teachers than

in previous years?
(principal questionnaire)

+ +

,

.

/ .4.

4

. + + + + +

Did teachers feel that princi-

pals spent more time planning

with them?
(teacher questionnaire)

- + + +/- ,+/- + +/- -

Did principal conduct
inservice training relating

to program? (observations)

.

+ district
led

,

+ +

_

+
led by
district
and Vice
Principal

+ district
led

+

Average number of observa-

tions per teacher
(teacher questionnaire)

8.5 6.4 6.3 6.4 7.5 6.3 8.2 5.1

Average number of. conferences

per teacher
(teacher questionnaire) ,

2.8
:

3.2 3.9 3.2 . 3.9 3.8 3.0 4.8

4111

Average number of conferences

per teacher (principal,

conference forms)

2.5 2.5 2.6 3.2 2.6

,

2.8 2.4 .2.8 2.3
,

Did principal feel'that over-
all effectiveness of school's

basic skills instruction
v

increased?
(principal questionnaire)

+ +

,

+ - + + + _ +

Did teachers feel the school's

effectiveness in providing

basic skills instruction
increaspd?
(teacher questionnaire)

+
.

0 0
..

0
_

'

0
0 +

Attitudinal reaction of
principals to program
(observations, interviews,
and principal questionnaire)

Positive Negative Neutral

.

Neutral Positive Neutral Positive Negative Positive

Key: + = Yes from a majority Of tespondents;

= no from a majority of re,nondents;

0 = "not sure" from a majority of respondents;

+/- divided opinion,.i.e., an equal number of yes/no responses.
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variables to teachers at their respective schools. As indicated in Table

6, this paradigm was employed at six of the nine schools participating in

the field.test. At the other schools, DOI staff assumed major responsi-
t

bility for delivering teacher training. Orientation andtraining activi-

ties were conducted at the same time at the nine schools. A general

orientation was given during the first day of school. Content training

was delivered in a three-hour inservice session later in September, while

time training was delivered in a two-hour session in early October. All

teachers participated in the training workshops. BSC staff observed

training sessions at a sample of schools. These observers reported that

although training generally followed program specifications, the quality

of the presentations and the attentiveness of the audiences varied across

schools. Observers also noted that the content sessions seemed to go more

smoothly than the time sessions at most schools.

All participating teachers completed post-training questionnaires

where they indicated their reactions to the training workshops and

assessed their acquired knowledge and skills related to program concepts.

Results are briefly summarized in Table 7. Overall reactions to the

training were very positive at most schools. The ratings for expectations

regarding the likelihood of program success were somewhat lower than the

ratings for overall reaction to the training. In fact, teachers at three

schools (Schools B, C, and H) were doubtful'that the time component of the

program would work in t5.eir schools. BSC observations indicated that

there were some problems with training workshops at these schools. Overr

all, teachers at all schools felt conf dent that they 1d acquired the

knowledge and skills needed to succ.egsfully imillement the improvement
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Table 7

Summary of Teacher Training Results: New Jersey School District

1

School
All

TeachersA B C D .n..; F G H Le

CONTENT

Total number of teacher$b 25 17 23 -- 24 g 21 8 159

'Olierall reaction to training: 3.9 4.1 3.7 -- 4.4 4.0 3.7 4.4 4.0

Program expectations 3.5 3.6 3.1 -- 3.8 3.8 3.4 3.3, 3.5

Overall assessment of knowledge/
skill development

4.0 4.5d 4.1 -- 4.3 41d 45 47d 43

TIME

.

25 14e 14 20 24 30 18 14e -- 145
u

Total number of teachers'

Overall reaction to traiaine 3.9 3.5 2.8 3.8 4.4 4.0 4.1 3.5 -- 3.9

Program expectations 3.0 2.7 2.1 3.2 3.8 3.4 3.8 2).7 -- 3.3

Overall assessment of knowledge/
skill development

3.8 4.3 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.9 4.5 4.3 3.9

Scales: Reaction and Expectations

5 = Superior
4 = Very Good
3 = Average
2 = Below Average

n 0 1 = Poor

Self-Assessments

5 = On my own,
4 = With further stuay (cOntent), or with planning
3 = With some assistance/
2 = Only with further instruction and assistance
1 = Even with further instruction, may not he atae to do

a Results not available for School D (content) and School I. (time and content)
\

b Teacher .:11"s vary somewhat, by question
c Summary of reactions to staff, presentation, materials, and content relevance
dAsseSsments based on five of ten-items; other iteMs omitted
e Time training combined for Schools B. and H

111/1Data s s: Post-training questionnaires

TA
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process, although the ratings for time were lower than those for content.

%

Interviews.with a sample of teachers at the end of the yeat indicated that

program implementation became easier as they worked through the improve-

ment cycle and became more familiar with the ptactical application of

program concepts. In summary, teacher training was generally regarded as

successful in providing the prerequisite knowledge and'skills needed for'

program implementation at the classroom level. However, some problems

were observed in terms of.the apparent level Of teacher commitment and

expectations at certain schools. This suggested that variations in sub-

sequent program implementaticn might be'exfected.

Participatory Supervision

Participatory supervision at the principal level is analogous to that

described at the district level, in that principals.monitor teachers'

performance related to program functions and engage in continuing dialogue

with teachers on instructional improvement. Principals observe basic

skills classroom instruction, work with teachers in identifying opportuni-

ties for instr-tctional improvement in the classroom, and assist teachers

in the selection, implementation, and evaluation of itprovement strate-
,

gies. The primary vehicles for this supervision are structured classroom

observations and principal/teacher conferences.

Table 6 on page 56 also presents information on the average numbers

of classroom observations and principal/teacher conferences reported for

,

each schoOl. Most tea"chers reported that principals observed their

classes approximately six times and followed-up with an average of about



three conferences.
2 These results indicate that district plans for

participatory supervision were carried out at virtually all schools.

Interviews with principals and teachers regarding the quality of partici-

patory supervision suggest that the activities were beneficial and

fostered improvement in basic skills instruction. Principal and teacher

questionnaire data on improvement of basic skills instruction, as summar-

ized in Table 6, corroborate the interview comments, although teachers at .

five schools were uncertain whether improvements had occurred. Almost all

teachers and principals welcomed the opportunity to talk together on a

one-on-one basis about classroom instruction, and several principals

reported that they were glad that the structured observations "forced"

them to visit classrooms.

Also included in Table 6 is a summary of each.principal's overall

attitudinal reaction to the program. Four principals had positive

attitudes, three had neutral attitudes, and two had negative attitudes.

In the two schoOls (Schools B and H) where the principal had a negative

attitude, the training of teachers was conducted by central office staff,

8

not by the principal. The principal's attitude did not appear to

significantly influence the number of principal/teacher conferences or

classroom observations conducted by the principal.

2Two sources of self-report data were available regarding the

,number of conferences. The accurate total probably lies between the two

reported figures.
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Summary and Conclusions

In general, implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership at the

principal level proceeded according to plans although some variation among

schools was observed. Systematic planning preceded all principal level

activities. Teacher training was generally regarded as successful, and

principals carried out their supervisory activities as planned.

Principals felt that the approach was successful in improving their

school's effectiveness in providing basic skills instruction, but teachers

were not sure since they had not seen students' test results.

Principals varied in their attitudinal reactions to the program..

Their attitude appeared to influence their participation in teacher train-

ing, but not the number of principal/teacher conferences and classroom

observations they conducted.

Variations in principal level implementation for each school are

summarized in Table 8-in terms of summary indiCes
3 for each of four

important principal level variables: attitude toward program, classroom

observations, prncipal/teacher cOnferences, and training results. The

indices indicate fpr each variable whether level of implementation can be

described as high,\medium, or low with respect to program expectations.

The overall principal implementation index summarizes the indices of the

four variables and reflects the variation between schools in the degree of

principal level imp1eMentation. As indicated in Table 8, implementation

at the principal level,was rated high at one school (School E), medium at

five schools (Schools D, F, G, and H), and low at three schools

3Specific rules for assigning indices are discussed in Appendix D.
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Table 8

Summary Indices
a

for Principal Implementation

of Achievement Directed Leadership: New Jersey School District

Indicesa for
Principal Level Variables b

#
Overall

Attitude # Principal/ Sum Principal

Towards Classroom Teacher Training of Implementation

School Program Observations Conferences Results Indices Index

A 3 3 1 2 9 Med

B 1 2 1 2 6 Low

C 2 2 2 1 7 Low

D 2 2 2 2 8 Med

E 3 2 2 3 10 High

F 2 3 2 2 9 Med

G 3 2 1 3 9 Med

H 1 3 3 2 9 Med

I 3 1 1 2c 7 Low

aIndices describe whether implementation is considered relatively high (index =

medium (index = "2"), or low (index = "1"). Specific rules for assigning each

'index are discussed in Appendix D.

bData sources: endofyear questionnaires, surveys, and principal/teacher

conference forms.

cData not available, assigned average value.
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(Schools B, C, and I). When these measures are combined with teacher

implementation indices, an overall school implementation index is derived

which suggests expectations regarding student achievement. Teacher and

school implementation indices are presented in subsequent sections of the

report.

Teacher Level

e

Implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership at the teacher

level involves using the improvement cycle to guide planning, classroom

management, and instruction. Teachers are expected to_use the improvement

cycle-to spt instructional goals, identify opportunities for improvement,

and make necessary changes in instructional procedures. It the improve-

ment cycle, teachers attend to several targeted classroom variables:

prior learning, student engaged time, instructional overlap, and academic

performance. The following section briefly describes use of the improve-

ment cycle during the field test by basic skills teachers in the New

Jersey School District.

Teachers Use of the Improvement Cycle

The degree to which teachers actually implemented components of the

improvement approach in their classrooms varied widely across schools.

Table 9 summarizes information reported'by teachers concerning their use
a

of Achievement Directed
LedderStap during the year, as well as their

perceptions regarding its effectiveness and their general reactions to, it.

All data are based on responses to the Teacher Questionnaire administered

to participating teachers at the end of the field test.
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Table 9

Summary,of Teacher Implementation

of Achievement Directed Leadership; New Jersey School bistrict

Teacher Level Variables`!..-
percent of teachers who:

S C H 0 L
District
Total

A
N=13

B

N=10
C

N=14
D

N=11
E

N=16
F

N=23

G
N=16

H
N=6

I

N=18

Used researdh to set goals and
improve instruction

Made improvements regarding
targeted instructional variables

Succeeded in obtaining
appropriate levels of targeted
instructional variables

Made changes in planning,
instructional management, and
teaching techniques

Judged own classroom instruction
in-5,asic skills more effective
this year

81

78

72

52

77

70

34

67

53

40

57

40

58

33

43

95

.,

78

51

55

55

64

67

53
-

47

43

61

63

61

55

64

67

97

72

72

60

45

40

46

33

25

79

76

64

!

42

59

69

64

-

61 .

49

54

Attitude toward program,
end-of,-year (mean rating, scale
1 - 5' )

,

3.2 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.9 3.0 3.5 1.6 3.1

.

2.9
, 4

73 Data source; end-of-year questionnaire; the figures in the table indicate the percentages of teachers who

b Attitude Scale
responded "yes" to questions that correspond to the teacher level variables (except for the

attitudinal results)
1 very negative
2 - negative
3 neutAA1

4 - positive
5 - very positive
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The majority of teachers (69%) reported that they used r search

findings as well as classroom data to set improvement goals fo their

classrooms and to improve their teaching. This ranged from a l w of 45

percent in School H to a high of 95 percent in School D. Sixty four

percent of the teachers, ranging.from a low of 34 percent,in Sc ool B to a

high of 97 percent in School G, reported that they made improvements

regarding the targeted instructional variables. Sixty-one percent,

ranging ftom a low of 46 percent in School H to a high of 72 percent in

Schools A and G, perceived that they were successful in obtaining appro-.

priate levels of these variables in their classrooms. Mo e specifically,

teachers indicated that they attended to prior learning, instructional

overlap, student engaged time (SET), and, to a lesser de ree, academic
. c)

performance. Examples of activities related to each of these variables

are noted below.

To obtain-prior learning data, a standardized diagno tic/prescriptive

test was administered to all students in mid-September. esults for each

student were provided to teachers on each skill tested. I addition,

teachers were given students' 1981 summary scores on the C lifornia

Achievement Test (CAT), which indicated each student's gene al level of,

achievement. Most teachers reported that they used these d ta in planning

classroom instruction, although many felt that they were not

in attending to prior learning.as they were for SET and inst

as successfUl .

uctional

overlap. Although teachers were introduced to the importanc of prior

learning, training was not as comprehensive as i was for the two vari-

\

ables mentioned above.
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All teachers were given the curriculum mapping guide developed by the

district to indicate the overlap between instructionai objectives and test

content. In previous years the concept of "mastery learning" was- empha-

sized t:hroughout the district. However, during the field test year

instructional overlap was to receive equal emphasis. District poli%ies

directed teachers to cover all objectives auring the course of the year.

Teachers translated objectives listed in the district's curriculum mapping

guide into their own "Quarterly Topic Plans." These plans took students'

strengths and weaknesses into account and represented teachers' instruc-

tional plans for each quarter. Each teacher's plan was unique. Teachers

discussed progress with'respect to their plans with principals during

their principal/teacher confergnces. Most teachers reported that they

were successful in achieVing very high.overlap with test objectives during

the course of the field test.

As noted in the discussion of the princip'al level, teachers reported

that their classes were observed an average of-five to eight eimes during

the year. These observations'tonsisted of a serlof scans (i.e., 1-3

minutes) during which each student's behavior was classified as engaged or

unengaged. Teachers were thus made aware of students' use of instruc-

tional tame. Teachers discussed results with principals during confer-
.

ences and, when necessarY, they designed strategies for improving the

daily average SET for their class. Most teachers reported that they made

instructional improvements in their classrooms to increase SET and most

felt that they were successful in achieving. high SET.

The fourth variable targeted for improVement, academic performance,

involved attending to students' daily success, mastery of content, and
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review of content. At the time of the field test, the 13,.SC had not

developed formal procedures for training educators in this.variable,

although teachers were made aware of its significance. Although teachers

at many schools reported that they made some classroom improvements in

these areas, they did not feel that they were as successful in dealing

with academic performance as they were for other target variables.

According to the program model, teachers can affect the levels of the

instructional variables in their classrooms by making changes in instruc-

tional processes, such as instructional planning, classroOm management,

and delivery of instruction. Although many teachers (49%) reported that

they made changes in these processes, particularly with regard t

planning, overall changes repo'rted at several schools (Schools C and H)

were relatively minor. For the most partK3 teachers indicated that they

did not actually change their teaching techniques.

Teachers' perceptions of program success in improving the effective-

ness of basic skills instruction in their own classrooms varied widely
rl

across schools. A majority of teachers (54%) felt that instruction was

more effective during the field test year than in other years. This

ranged from a low of 25 percent in School H to a hig 11 o 77 percent in

School A: Many teachers indicated that their basic skills instruction Was

effective in prior years, as well as in the field test year. Finally,

many teachers were not sure if instruction was more effective since they

had not seen students' test results.

Teachers at most schools reported neutral attitudes toward the

program. Reactions were negative at a few schools. While many teachers



felt that the program Neas valuable, many also indicated that it required a
A

great deal of additional work.

Summary and Conclusions

Overall, program implementation at the teacher level was regarded as

suecessful in terms of expected instructional activities in the classroom.

Field test teachers, in general, reported that they used research infok-

mation to guide the instructional improvement process and indicated that

they attended to targeted instructional variables. A majority of them

seemed to adequately implement the improvement approach.

However, considerable variation in the reported degree of teacher

implementation was observed between schools. Teachers' reports of their

activities indicated that overall implementation was relatively high in

relation to the program model at some schools, but relativdly low at other

schools. Table 10 presents information on teacher implementation-in terms

of summary indices for each of the data categories described in Table 9

and in the preceding narrative. Specific.rules for deriving the summary

indices ajre discussed in Appendix D. The ovll teacher implementation

index suggPsts that teachers engaged in the improvement process to a high

degree at two,schools (Schools A and 0, to a medium degree at four

schools (Schools 13, D, F, and I),.and to a loci degree at three schools

(Schools C, E, and H). In the next section, these measures are combined

with principal implementation measures to'produce overall school

implementation indices which suggest expectations for student achievement.

7s
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,Tab48 10

Summary of Indicesa for Teacher Implementation of

Achievement Directed Leadership: New Jersey School District

Indices for Teacher Level VariableSb Overall

- 'Instruc- Improved Teacher

\
tional -Success Changes in Classroom Attitudes Implemen-

_School k-.

Research
Use

Improve-,
ments

in Imple-
mentation

Teaching
Behavior

Effective-
ness

T6ward
Program

Sum of
Indices

tation
Index

A 3 3 3 2 3 2 16 High

,.. 3 1 2 2 1 , 1 10 Med

C 2 1 2 1 1 1 8 Low

D 3 3 2 2 2 2 14 Med

E 2 2 2 1 '1 1 9 Low

H

2

1

3

1

3

1

3 2 3

1

16

6

High,

Low

I 3 3 2 2 13 Med

a IndiCes-describ'e whether implementation is considered .relatively high (index = "3"),

medium(index = "2"), or low (index .s._.1!1"_). Specific rules for asSigning each

index are.discussed in Appendix D.

b,Data source: End-of-year questionnaire.



Summary of Program.Installation and Implementation

in the New Jersey District

The New Jersey District agreed to full-scale prOgram.implementation,

and was, therefore, the focus of the field test evaluation. To a large

extent, the success of the field test was dependent on the degree to whi h

the district actually followed through with its plans for comprehensive

implementation. This section summarizes the actual degree of installation

and implementation as reported for the four preceding levels.

Initial installation of the program at the district level was

generally regarded as a success by central office staffand principals.

Training of central office staff and principals was well received, and

these administrators were confident that they had acquired.the knowledge

and skills needed to,successfully implement all components of the program.

Leadership training seminars and ongoing follow-up support by BSC staff

were also perceived as being adequate and beneficial. Ttis suppoTt, while

considerable in early stages of the field test, gradually diminished as

district leadership assumed the major role in,guiding and maintaining the

improvement effort.

Central office involvement in the improvement process was very

strong. The superintendent was highly committed to the improvement

approach and provided the support necessary for its success. Some central

office personnel (i.e., DOI staff) worked very closely with each of the

elementary school principals in planning, training, supervising, and

providing technical assistance to teachers. Central office staff,

themselvesperceived that their role had changed from tlie-Previous year
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,

and that they were more supportive of basic skills instruction at the

school level than in the previous year.

, ImpleMentation at/the school and classroom levels generLly followed

the plan outlined by the prograM model. por the most part Principals

performed planning, training, and supervising activities as expected:

However, some variations across schoois were observed v.7, th respect to the

a
actual degree of implementation and the apParent level of commitment to

the improvement effort. Likewise, teacher activities, in general,

followed the model. Teacher& reported that they used research to guide

instructional improvement, attended to targeted classroom variables, and

perceived that they were successful in reaching and maintaining appro-

,priate levels of the targeted variables in their classrooms. However, as

with principals,. levels of teacher implementation and apparent commitment

to the approach varied widely across schools.

Information on levels of principal and teacher implementation of the
3

improvement approach was categorized in terms of summary indices as
-

described in preceding sections and in Appendix D. These summary indices

describe vhether principal or teacher implementation was high, medium, or

low with respect to, expectations suggested by the Program model. An

overall school implementation index was derived by combining the principal

and teacher indices.. The specific variables for each level encompassed by

the overall school index are:

o Principal Level

- attitude toward program

- number of classroom observations conducted

, r-
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number of principal/teacher conferences con"ducted

training outcomes (participant reactions and self-

assessments of knowledge and skills).

o Teacher. Level

- use of research to guide instructional improvement

improvement in classroom instruction in terms of program

focus variables (relative to prior years)

changes in instructional planning, classroom management,

and actual classroom instruction

- perceived success in implementation

- perceived effectiveness of classroom instruction

attitude toward program.

High indices for any of the above variables indicate that the teacher or

principal behavior or attitude is at a level which closely approximates an

ideal implementation of the program with respect 0 that particular

variable. Low indices, on the other hand, indicate that implementation is

well below desired levels. Medium indices fail between these extremes;

they suggest that implementation, although not perfect, is generally

satisfactory but not of sufficient magnitude to warrant a high rating. As

Appendix D indicates, decision rules for the assignment of indices were

somewhat arbitrary. However, they are

relative Jevels of implementation.

useful as gross descriptors of

Table 11 presents the overall summary indices for principal and

teacher implementation (also see Tables 6, 8, 9 and 10) as well as an

pverall schoolwide implementation index for each school. The overall

schoolwide index represents the sum of the four principal level indices

and the six teacher level indices, and is, accordingly, influenced more by
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Table 11

Summary of Schoolwide Implementation

of Achievement Directed Leadership: New Jersey School Distr±ct

0 0

Index A B C D E F G

Principal Level
Implementation Med Low Low , Med High Med .Med Med Low

Teacher Level
Implementation High

\

Med Low Med Low Med High Low Med

Overall
SchQolwide
Implementation High Low Low Med Med Med High Low Med

aSee Appendix D for discussion of procedures for assigning indices..
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teacher behaviors than by principal behaviors. The rationale for this

weighting schema is that classroom level implementation will, most likely,

have a greater effect on student achievement and that teacher indices are

more reliable given the larger samples.

The results suggest that level of implementation varied widely across

schools with two schools (Schools A and G) having "high" indiceS, four

schools "medium" indices (Schools D, E, F, and I), and three schools "low"

indices (Schools B, C, and H). The source of the variation is not readily

apparent. Some variation occurs as the improvement process flows through

each successive level of the hierarchy. However, it should be noted that

the degree of teacher level implementation did not necessarily follow from

the degree of principal level implementation. Prior involvement also may

have affected implementation during the field test year. Both "high"

implementation schools had participated in the development of Achievement

Directed Leadership during pAvious school years, although not.on a

schoolwide basis. However, the other two schools that participated in

development (Schools C and H) were rated as "low" implementation schools.

One probable major source of variation .is level of commitment of

principals .nd teachers, an area that was not formally assessed during the

field test. Scriven (1973) suggested that degree of motivation and

commitment may have a large influence on implementation of educational

innovations. Following this line of thought, Lipe and Haveman (1977)

posited four levels of commitment in field test situations which may help

to describe the variations in implementation between schools in the New
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Jersey School District. They categorize field test participants as: (1)

agressively resistant, (2) passively resistant, (3) personally committed,

or (4) group committed.

Each of these four levels of commitment was observed by BSC staff in

one or more of the fleld test schools. Where the principal and teachers

were either actively or passively resistant, school implementation seemed

to be low. Where some individuals, but not the entire group, .wre

committed, school implementation appeared to be medium. Where there was

group commitment, school implementation was regarded as high. Thus, level

of commitment seemed to be a major factor in implementation'behavior.

In conclusion, the degree of implementation of Achievement:Directed

Leadership can be considered as moderate in the New Jersey School

District. All schools attended to the time and content variables and

implemented the process to some degree, although some schools were more

committed than others to the overall approach according to BSC obser-

vations. This variation in commitment seemed to account for variations in

overall levels of implementation among schools.

Student Level

The hypothesis of the field test was that installation and

implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership at the four levels

described above would affect students' classroom behaviors and academic

achievement. The acmal degree of implementation at each.school would

logically affect the degree to which student outcomes at each school are

influenced. Program effects at the student level are described below in

terms of student behaviors/classroom processes and basic skills
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achievement. A final subsection describes the relationship between

student outcomes and level of installation/implementation.

Student Behavior/Classroom Process Outcomes

As indicated in the discussion of program implementation, New Jersey

School DistriCt principals and teachers generally addressed all of the

classroom focus variables, although to varying degrees. Targeted class-

room process variables include prior learning, student engaged time,

instructional overlap, and academic performance. Outcomes for each of the

variables are discussed below, although data for some variables were not

sufficient to allow conclusions to be drawn.

Prior learning. Teachers indicated that they attended to students'

prior learning strengths and weaknesses in planning instruction and

attempted to remediate deficiencies throughout the school year. Detailed

diagnostic results for each student indicating mastery or nLamastery of

specific skills were given to teachers at the beginning of the year. How-

ever, a comprehensive analysis of these detailed diagnostic tests is

beyond the scope of this report. The only conclusions that can be made

regarding prior learning are that adequate information, on prior learning

was available to teachers and that theY reported that they used this

information.

Student Engaged Time. In training in the management of students'

classroom time, it is suggested that if students spend a specified amount

of engaged time in basic skills instruction during.the school year,

corresponding growth in student achievement may be expected. These expec-

tations are based on data from the Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) study of
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Follow Through eligible classrooms and the Beginning Teacher Evaluation

Study (Fisher, Fiiby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw, Moore, & Berliner, 1978).

Based on the actual level of student engaged time (SET), one would,predict

students test scores to exceed expected
4

achievement levels, to fall

below expected levels, or to equal expected levels.

Data on student engaged time were collected during observations in

each basic skills classroom in the New Jersey School District (see

principal level, p. 59). Teachers coMpared their classroom data to data

from the research base to establish SET goals, and their SET data from

subsequent observations gave the empirical feedback on how well they were

achieving their goals. Goals were typically set in the SET range where

student achievement would be in the above expected range

Table 12 indicates the average daily SET, computed across the

observations (approximately six total), for each school in reading and

mathematics. In adtlition, the percent of classes in each expected achieve-

ment range is presented and a school summary index is provided which is

an average of all classroom SET indices. Since research data can not be

extrapolated to seventh and eighth grades, indices for these grades were

not computed, and, therefore, are not part of the school summary indices.

This summary index provides a general indication of what would be expected

in terms'of student achievement growth given the average SET levels.

Overall, observed SET was high across the district. A majority of

4
Expected levels of achievement are defined as typical rates of

growth relative to national norms, i.e., no gain in NCE scores from year
to year.



Table 12

Summary of Student Engaged Time (SET): New Jersey School District

Reading a

School

'No. of
Classes

% in
Below
Range

% in
Expected
Range

% in
Above
Range

Average
SET

'(qin./Day)

SET
Indexb

15 13% 33% 53% 128 3

B 12 67% 0 33% 90 2

C 16 31% 31% 38% 108 2

D 12 33% 50% 17% 95 2

E 16 6% 19% 75% 132

F 23 4%

_

9% 87% 126 3

G 12 0 17% 83% 125 3

H 7 0 43% 57% 120 ,),

I (15) - - - (56) -

Total 113 18% 23% 59% 116

Mathematics
a

School

No. of
Classes

% in
Below
Range

% in
Expected
Range

% in
Above
Range

Average
SET

(Min./Day)

SET
IndeX

A 14 7% 57% 36% 46 3

B 0 12 0 17% 83% 58 3

C 16 0 38% 63% 50 3

12 8% 17% 75% 55 3
.

16 31% 13`4 56% 46 2

F 23 4% 17% 78% 57

= 12 0 33% 67% 55 ' 3

H 7 0 0 100% 66 3

I (10)
(50)

Total 112 7%25LL 68% 54

__,

3

aSET Index not appropriate for grades 7 & 8; averages for these

grades not included in totals"

b_
Lndex.Key q`

1.= Below expected rate.
2 = At expected rate.
3 = Above expected rate.

Overall school indices are an average of all classroom SET indices,

and, therefore, do not always reflect the average daily SET for the

school.
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elgmentary school classes in both reading and mathematics reported SET

levels which indicated that student grOwth should exceed expected levels,

although three schqols (Schocils B, C,/and D) had teading SET levels in the

expected achievement'range, and or-school (School E) had mathematics SET

levels in the same range. -Irr,sUmmary, teacher goals for maintaluing high

levels of SET were achieved in most classes throughout the district.

Assuming that the average SET from all observations for each class was

representative of the entire school year, one would expect that student

achievement gains would be correspondingly high.

Instructional overlap. Instructional overlap is operationally

/

defined as the Oerbent of test objectives covered by teachers.in actual

classroom instruction. Research has demonstrated that students' achieve-

ment relative to expected growth is strongly influenced by the degree of

instructional overlap with the test (Brady, Clinton, Sweeney, Peterson, &

Poynor, 1977). Depending on the amount of overlap, growth in student

achievement may be expected to exceed, equal, or fall below predicted-

levels. As was the case with SET, indices can be assigned for each of

these three ranges of expected growth.

Data on amount of instructional overlap were collected from partici-

pating teachers on instructional content forms that were keyed to the

California Achievement Tests (CAT) at each grade level (see Appendix C for

sample form). Table 13 indicates the average amount of instructional

overlap per classroom at each school. In addition, the percent of classes

in each.expected achievement range is presented as well as an overall

summary index which is an average of the classroom indices. Clearly, the
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Table 13

Summary of Instructional Overlap (I0): New Jersey School District

Readin a

School

No. of

Classes

% in

Below
Range

% in

Expected
Range

% in

Above
Range

Average
IO
( % )

IO

0Indexb

A 10 0 0 100% 93

B 7 0 0 100% 89 3

C 11 0 100% 92 3

D 4 0 0 100% 92 3

E 11 0 0 100% 95

F 16 0 0 100% 92

7 0 100% 92

H 5 0 0 100% 87 3

I
(10) - - - (88) -

Total 71 0 0 100% 92

Mathematicsa

SC'h6o1

No. of

Classes

% in

Below
Range

% in

Expected
Range

,% in

Above
Range

Average
IO
( 7.,; )

IC)

Indexb
,

A 10 0 30% 70% 93 3

B 6 0 33% 67% 92 3

C 11 O 45% 557. 93

7 0 437. 57% 83 -3

E 8 0 13% 88% 91 3

F 13 0. il% 69% 92 3

G 3 0 0 100% 95 3

H 4 0 25% 75% 90

1 . (11) - - (91)

Total 62 0 31% 69% 91. 3

aI0 index not appropriate fOr grades 7 and 8; averages for these grades

not included in totals

.b
Index Key
= Below expected rate.'

2 = At expected rate.
3 = Above ekpect6d rate.
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results are extremely high, particularly in reading where overlap for all

classes in the district was in the range where student achievement would

he expected to exceed the normal rate of growth. Classrdom level results

for mathematics, although very high, were not quite,as positive as those

for reading. In summary, teachers indicated that coverage of content in

their classes matched almost all basic skills objectives assessed by the

CAT. From this, one would expect growth in studentachievement torbe very

high.

Academic performance. Attending to academic performance requires

systematic monitoring of sttdents' success in daily work, mastery of

skills, and review of content. Althongh teachers were introduced to the

concept of academic i'performance n training sessions, this variable was

%.?

not emphasized as strongly as SET or instructional overlap during the

field test. Accurate data describing this variable were limited; teacherg

periodically described overall success and mastery rates for their classes

on the principal/teacher conference forms. Teachers at approximately half

of the schools reported success.and mastery rates in the 80-100 percent

range, with the remaining schools in the 50-79 percent range. Results

were similar for reading and mathematics. Tn summary, the reported

results indicate that students' success and mastery were relatively high

across the district, although the quality of the data is poor. No data

were collected on students' review of content.

Summary. In conclusion, the relatively high level of program

implementation seemed to.rgstlt in positive outcomes in terms of targeted

0

81.
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student behaviors and instructional processes. Based on theqe results,

'one would also expect students' achievement gains to exceed what might be

I?fdicted on the basis df national norms.

Student Achievement

Results from the district-wide testing program were used as the basis

for examining student achievement in reading and mathematics. The ,

California Achievement Tests (CAT) were administered to all students,in

.every grade. Results ao.re presented in Table 14 in terms of normal curve

equivalents (NCEs) by school and grade, for tests administered in the

spring of 1980, r981, and 1982. The grade level scores arereported in a

diagonal analysis keyed to the groups of students in particular gradeain

1582 so that groups are relatively.comparable across years. For example,

scores in the row for grade threefepresent achievement of students in"

grade three in 1982, grade two in 1981, and in grade one in 1980. Thus,.

-
scores can,be compared directly acriiss rows to assess overall achievement

gains. However, since scores for grades one and two were not available

for all three years, they were not included in any school mean. Table 14

also shows NCE. gains over the baseline yr..,r. (80-:81) as well as over the

field test year (81-82).

According to the Title I norm-referenced evaluation Model, students'

achievement *should progress at a rate consistent With that of students in:

the national norming sample.- In other words, an NCE change of zero mdi-

cates that students' achievement growth rate equals the rate of,the repre-

sentative"national sample. The findings show that itprovement in both

,
reading and mathematics was demopstrated in the New jersey School District

82
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READING -

Tabl 14

StUdent-Achievement Scores.: New Jersey School District

School A School B School C

1982
GRADE
LEVEL 1980 1981

0

1982

+
80-81

:>..!'"

81-82 1980 1981 1982

+

80-81

+

81-182 1980 1981 1982

+

80-81

+

81-82

1 ,7.- - - - _. - _ _ - - - - - -

2 - 54 57 -

,.

, +3 -

_

62 61 -
,

-1 , 47 50 +3

3 48 53 50 +5 -3 .52 57 49 +5 - -44 47 51 +3 +4

4 46 44 46 -2 +2 54- 49 56 -5 +7 46 51 .45 +5 -6.:

5
44 45 55 +1 +10 '57 61 56 -5 51 43 49 -8 '+6

,

6 37 43 48 -6 +5 53 60 57 .+7 -3
,

42 46 45 +4 -1

7, -, - 56 54 66 -2 +12 - - - -

MEAN 44 46 50 +2 +4 54 ,56 57 +2 , +1- 46 47 48 +1 +1

MATAMATICS

School A School B School C

1982

LEVEL 1980

,

1981 1982 80781-81-82

.

%
.---

19-8G 1981 198280-81

.

81-82 1980 1981 S982.80-81 81-82

1 - - - - . - - . - -

2 - 57 62 - +5 -

56

57
,

65

60

58

-:

+9

*3

-q,

-

54

A,
62

62

57

,-

-

+8,

+9

-4,
3' 55 ;3 60 +2,

4 53 52i 61 -1 +9 65 59 67 '-6 . +8 52 . 58 64. .+6 +6

58 54 '67 =4 +13 69

.

70 66 +1 =4. 51 '53 59 +2 +6

49 57 61 °-1-8 +4 64 71 77 +5 +6 . 56 56 53 a -3

7' - - - - '. 4 67 63 77

,

--5 +14 - -- - - -

MEAN 54 ,55 62 , +1.6..:. +7 64 66 6§- +2 43 53- 57 58 +4 +1

a Scores represent results of California Achievement Tests as notiilal curv&equivalents.

(NCEs) compared through a diagonal analysis as described in'text. SchoOl.means were

computed' from grades where data Fere available for all three ye'ars. School means,

therefore, include score& from,gfades three t rough Six for SchoolS. A, C, and G, and

scores from grades three thrbugh seven for S hools B, D, E, F, and H. ComPlete data,

,cir 1980 and 1981 for the middle school (Scfiool I) were unavailable because it

received students fromlour elementary schools,and records were-disPersed and difficult

,to obtain. A mean for this school Fas.not caldulatect due to the incompleteness of xhe

data.
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READING

School D

Table 4 (cont'd)

New Jersey School District

School E School F

GRADE
LEVEL 1980 1981 1982 80-81 81-82 1980 1981 1982 80-81 1-82 1980 1981 1982 80-4-81 81-82

,

3 49 53 51 +4 -2 51 53 51 +2 -2 54 41 40 -13 -1

4 47 45

44

51

48

-2

+2

+6

+4

48

47

47

39

46

40

_71

-8

-1

+1

44

45

38

41

46

47

-6 .

-4

+8.

+6
5 42

6 49

52

47

42

46

49

-2

-10

-1

+7

45

41

, 40

40

45

39.

-5

-1

+5

-1

;44

36

40

39

38

43.

-4

+3

,

-2

.+4
7

MEM 46 44 44 -2 0/ 45 40 43 -5 +3.

MATHEMATICS

,
School D School E School F

1982

EWE 11980 1981 1982

+

80-8181-82

+

1980 1981 1982 80-281 814-82 1980 1981 1982 -80-81 81-82

1

/

I - -

53 62 - +9 59 42 -

/

-17 64 55 - -9

3 54. ,62 57 +8 -5 55 55 57 Q. +2 61 48 49 -13 +1

4 52 58 64 ' :+6 50 54 53 +4 .-1 48 46- 54 -2 +8

.5 51 53 59 +2 +6 52 44 49 -8 +5 48 58 -8 +10

6 56 56 53 -0 .L.3 51 45 48 -6 +3 54 50 55 -4 +5

7 58 5A 60 0 +2 47 -55 48 +8 -7 48 55 56 +7 +1

MEAN 54 57 59 +3 +2 51 51 51 0 0 53 49 54 -4 +5
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READING

School G.

Table 14 (cont'd)

New Jersey School District

School H School I

RBE
LEVEL 1980 1981'1982

+

80-81
-1/-<
81-82 1980 1981'19'82.

.4 4..,;<'-:
80-81,81-82.

+
1980 1981

cr''

1982

+

80-81

+,,,.'. /-

81-82

1 _ _ _ -, _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
--

2 55 61 - +6 - 54 57 - +3 - _
.

3 49 42 64 -7 +22 58 50 5f -8 +1. . _

4 ; 43 47 58 +4 +11 .51 .. 54 50 +3 -4 - - - _
_

5i 47 41 . 44 -6 +3 '52 54 59 +2 +5 _ , _' _

6 48 46 53 -2 +7 '51 60 :'58 +9 --J - - _ _

- ,- 52

,

56 56 +4 0 , - 48 -

8:
- - 7 - - 39 42 - +3

MEAN 47 44 55 -3 +11 53 55 55 +2^

MATHEMATICS

School G School H SChool I '

1982

HOPE J 1980 1981 1982

+

80-81

+

dl-82 1980 1981 1982:80-81

+ +

81-82 1980 1981.1982

-if-. :

'80-81

+

81-82

_ _ _ _ _ - ..

56 70 - +14 - 52 55 . +3

. '50 45 65 -5 +20. 56 48 59 -8 +if

45 54 '61 +9 +7 51 62 59 +11 -3 _

56 47 52 -9 +5, 57 58 59 +1 +1 .- _

50 56 65 +6 ) +9 55 61/ 63 +5 42 _ , -

- - - - - 52 64 67 +12 +3 - 53 _ _

- - - - ' - . - - - - 44 46 +2

ME i 50 51 61, +1 +10 54 59 61 +5 + .
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during the field test year. In general, gains were slightly/higher in

-mathematics than in reading. At the school level, overall gains were

a bighest at schools A, F, and G. At these schools, total increases ranged

.from'three to 11 NCE points in reading and from five to 10 NCE points in

mathematics. No school registered a decline in achievement during the

field test year. Even in t "worst" cases, student achievement improved

at a pace siMilar to that of the national norm group (NCE gain of zero):

1

Schools E and H in reading and School E in mathematics. In other words,

achievement a.t all schools progressed at a rate equal to or exceeding what

would have been expected rela tVb-to national norms. Educationally

significant gains of five or m te NCE points
5 were made at one school in

reading "(School G)- and-at three-schoola in ma-th-ematics--( chools-A, 17, and

G).

In reading, of the 46 grade level score changes for the field test

year, there were 26 gains ranging from one to 22 NCE points; 19 losses,

ranging from one to 13 NCE points; and one case of no NCE gain. Fifteen

of the 26 gains were educationally significant, while only five of the 19

losses were educationally significant. In mathematics, there were 35

7gains, ranging from one to.20 NCE points; and 11 losses, ranging from one

to 17 NCE points. Twenty-two "of the 35 gains were educationally-signifi-

cani, while only five, of the 11.1osses were educationally significant.

With the exception of \School I, the middle school, at least One grade

5See chapter on Field Test Evaluation Procedures for diacussion of

rationale for rule of thumb considering educational significance.
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level at each school made an educationally significant gain in reading

and/or mathematics.

From 1980 to 1981, of the eight schools for which data were

available, in reading four schools demonstrated overall gains, from one to

two NCE points, and four schools registered overall losses, from two to

five NU points. Three of the four schools that made gains in reading

over 1980-81 also made gains over 1981-82. The fourth school maintained

its overall growth pattern (i.e., an NCE gain of zero). Three of the four

schools that registered losses from 1980 to 1981 in reading made gains

from 1981 to 1982; the fourth school maintained its overall pattern (i.e.,

a NCE gain of zero).

From 1980 to 1981; in mathematics-six schools registered overall

gains from one to five NCE points, one school registered an overall loss

of four NCE points, and One school had no NCE gain. All six schools that

made overall gains over 1980-81 also made gains over 1981-82; the school-

with a loss from 1980 to 1981 made a substantial gain; and the school with

no NCE gain between 1980 and 1981 continued its overall pattern between

1981 and 1982. Some of the changes were dramatic. For example, at School

G, the school total score for reading changed from -3 NCE points over

1980-81 to +11 NCE points over 1981-82, and the total mathematics score

changed from +1 to +10 NCE-points. In addition, the mathematics score at

NSchool F changed from -4 to +5 NCE points.

Results on the state-wide basic skills proficiency test corroborate

the gains an&high leliels of achievement demonstrated on the CAT. As

Table 15 indicatea,"a higher peuentage of siudents-in both elementary

grade levels tested met statewide standards in 1982 than in 19816'1n
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Table 15

Student Achievement Relative to State Standards: New Jersey School District

Percent of Students

Meetin State Standards on Minimal Ba ic Skills Test

School Math Reading

Grade 1981 1982 Change 1981 1982 Change

A 3 71.7 86.5 14.8 78.3 94.6 16.3

6 59.0 100.0 41.0 68.4 96.4 28.0

.3 *73-.9 76.5 2.6 95.7 94.1 -1.6

6 85.7 100.0 14.3 82.1 100;0 17.9

C 3 59.1 100.0 40.9 86.4 100.0 13.6

6 78.8 76.9 -1.9 79.2 88.5 9.3

D
3

6

86.8
74.2

97.3

95.1

10.5
20.9

100.0.
77.4

97.3
B5.4

-2.7
,r

8.0

3 78.1 92.3 18.1 75.0 96.2 21.1

E
'-6 85.2 85.7 0.5 77.8 91.4 13.6

3 67.7 92.3 24.6 73.8 '18.5

F
6 80.3 100.0 19.7 75.4

,92.3

81.8 6.4

87.5 100.0 12.5 90.6 100.0 9.4.

G 6 92.3 95.2 2.9 92.3 95.2 2.9

*3 85.7 84.6 ,, -1.1 929 100.0 7.1

6 100.0, 100,0 0.0 100.0 93.3 -6.7

3 74.1 92.9 18.8 84.4 96.0 11.6
I 6 79.7 92.6 12.4 79.4 89.6 10.2
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virtually all schools. Improvements were evident in both reading and

mathematics. At the end of the field test, almost all third and sixth

grade students in the district met the standards. District level tdtals

ranged from 90 to 96 percent. These represented improvements ranging from

10 to 19-percent, despite nearing the ceiling for the groups.

In summary, student achievement results in both-reading and mathe-

matics are impressive. Students at allschools progressed at rates at

least consistent with achievement expectations based on the national norm

group, and at many schools, gains exceeded achievement expectations. In

most cases, these gains reversed trends exhibited during the baseline

year. At the end of the 1981-82 year, achievement in most field test

schools was around the national average in reading, and significantly

higher than the national average in mathematics. Likewise, performance

relative to statewide basic skills standards improved, with almost all

students in the district meeting state standards appropriate fo.r. their

grade level..

Relationship of Classroom Process Variables to Student Achievement

Achievement Directed LeadershIp is based on research that suggests

strong relationships between se,;eral classroom process variables and

student achievement gains. Therefore, it was expected that student

achievement would be directly related to the degree to which teachers

actually attended to these variables in their classrooms. To test the

relationship between classroom process variables and student achievement

gains, indices were constructed as outlined in the field test methodology

,chapter, and chi-square analyses of available SET, instructional overlap,
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and student achievement data from the Nex4 Jersey School District were per-

formed. Due to the lack of variability in the' classrom process data

(i.e.', almost all scares were in, the extreme high end of the range), no

relationship was,ievident. However, this does not refute the research

base, since variability must exist for correlations to be established.

Relationship of Level of Program Implementation to Student Achievement

/This sUbsection examines the relationship between level of program,

impl, ementation and student achievement gains in the New Jersey School

District. Table 11 on page 73 summarized the level of program impleMen-

tation for each of the field test schools Table 16 shows how these

implemention summary indices are related to student achievement gains.

'The results are graphically illustrated in Figures 5. and 6.for,reading and

mathemati.cs, respectively. Since no school mean for student achievement

.was calculated for School I, data far that school are not included in

Table 16, or in Figures 5 or 6. The findings demonstrate relational

trends.between level of program implementation and student achievement.

The two schools (Schools A and G) with a high degree of Program

implementation exhibited the largest increases in aChievement in eading

_and mathematics over the course bf the field test'. In addition, dieir

gains from 1981 to 1982 were in 'contrast to their gains over the baseline

year (1980 to 1981). On the other hand, the three schools (Schools B, C,

. and H) with a low degree of implementation exhibited little change during

the field tes.t year and this change was basically consistent with the

change over the
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,Table 16

Summari of Relationship Between Level of Program Implementation
end Student Achievement Gains: , New Jersey School District

MATHEMATICS

School

Summ'ary of

School Imple-
mentation 198J 1981

,

1982

+/-
80-81

-

+/-
81-82 1980 1981

.

1982

+/-

80-81

.

+/-

81-82

High 44 46 50,, +2 +4 54 55 62 +1 +7

13,.- Low 54 - 56 57 "2 +1 64 66 ,69
. -

+2

...

+3

C Low

...

46 47 . 48//
.'
+1 53

.

57 58 .t4 +1

D ,Medium 48 46

.-

49 -2 , +3 54 57. 59 +2
- ,

E Medium, 46 44 44 -2 0 51

?
51 51 0 0

Medium .45 40 43 -5 +3 53 49 54 -4 +5

c ' High 47 44 ''55 -3 +11 5Q .51 61 +I +10

H Low

_

53 55 55 +2 0 54 59 61
-

+2

MEAN 48 47 50

-P

-1 54 56

'..,

59 4.2 4 +4

Note: TestTused is the California Achi,evement Test': Scores are reported as NCEs.

/

.
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High
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Implementation

School B
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7
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Figure 5, Relationship of implpmentation to achievementAains in reading
by school: New Jersey School District.
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School B
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,
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I

1980 1981 1982

Figure 6. Relationship of implementation to achievement gains in.mathematics
by school: New Jersey School District.
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baseline year. The three school (Schools,D, E, and F) with medium levels

of implementation exhibited varying achievement gains during the'field

test year and in comparison to the baseline year. In some cases, their

gains ( .g., School F for mathematics) approached those of the high

implementation schools while in other cases their gains (e.g., School E

for reading and mathematics) were similar to low implementation schools.

ta summary, a relationship between l of program implementation

and student achievement in reading and mathematics was demonstrated.

Although all'schdols implemented the pragram to some degree and all

exhibited improvement at least consistent.with expectations, achievement

gains were most positive for those schools with the highest levels-of

implementation. Although the field test evaluation design was

non-experimental, thiS relationship lends considerable support to the

hypothesis that Achievement Directed Leadership has a considerable

positive 'mpact upon student achievement.

OVerall Summary of New Jerr-ey Field Test Findings

This chapter has described Achievement,Directed Leadership field tes:

findings in the New Jersey School District in terms of,implementation

activities and outcomes at five levels: 'BSC, district, principal,

teacher, and student. The district's eight elementary schools and,one'

middle school participated in the field test. The.New Jersey School

District was selected as the site for the field test because of its plans

for .comprehensive implementation.

Orientation and initial training bf central office staff and

principals were regarded as successful. Training was well received and
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adminstrators were confident that.they had acquired the necessary knowl-
.

edge and skill's to implement all components of the prpgram. However, BSC

observers reported that levels of.principal commitment and.understanding

of key concept.g varied somewhat, implying that teacher training and

program implementation would vary in quality among schoOls.

The district superiptendent and assistant superintendent provided key

leadership insetting, district-wide poliCies for school improvement and

took an active role.in planning and implementing the program. Other

central office staff were also actively involved as they assumed new roles -

as instructional leaders. All central office staff were 'very committed to

the improvement approach and provided the support necessary for its

success. All district level planning and participatory supervision .
. -

activities were effectively carried out. Although.the BSC'initialIy

provided considerable assistance in plannirig and training, the super-

intendent, assistant superintendent, and other central.,office staff

gradually assumed major responsilpilities for these roles.
t

Program implementation at the principal level generally proceeded

acccirding to district plans although some variation among schools was

observed. Principals_systematically planned for implementation, in most

cases trained.teacheu with respect/to the time and :content variables, and

participated with teachers in_supervisOry activities.. However, actual

degree of implementatioh ranged from low (at three schools) to high (at,

one school). -These variations are probably due, in large part, to the

differing levels of commitment and understanding noted by BSC observers.

Overall, teachers' activities sufficiently followed the designated

implementation model when considered on a district-wide basis; For

95..
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example, they used research Co-guide instructional improvemefit, and

attended'to targeted classrOom variables. They Also, reporte-d that they
e,

Were generally successful in implementing the program components in theirI

classrooms. However,'as with principals,, levels oE commitment and imple-

mentation seemed to vary widely across schools. Actual degree of teacher.

implementation ranged from low (at three schools) to high -(at two

schoola5. Considering the joint effects of principal and teacher

implementation,'Schools were categorized as relatively high (2 schools

medium (4 schools), or low (3 schools) in termg of overall levels of

implementation of the itprovemept approach.
S.

te,

The moderate level of program implementation disteict-wide saemed to-

result in posiiive outcomes in terms of targeted'student behaviors.

Instructional overlap between actual classroom instruction and learning
d.

objectives corresgonding to standardiied achievement test items was ,

uniformly-high throughout Schools in the district. Lftewige, teachers at

most schools Met their targeted goals for maintaining high levels of -

student engaged time. Although measures of other important classroom,

,-

p'rocess variables were not'availabl$1, conditions mere exhibited that would

indicate,high expectations regarding student achievement gains.

Student adhievement results in both reading and mathematids were-

impressive. Students at all schools progressed at rates at least con-

sistent with achfevement e

and at many schools, gains

cases these gains reversed

District-wide achievement;

national average in reading and significantly exceeded the national

xpectations based on the national norm group,

exceeded achievement.expectations. In most

'trends exhibited clueing the baseline year.

at the end of the field test, Was around the
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avera.ge in mathematics, Likewise,, most students in the district met

statewide minimum basic skill-s--stanslards. a

relationship between .level'of program implementation and student

achievement in reading'and mdthematics was observed. AchieVemeRt' ains

were most positive for Chose schools with the highest levels of lmplemen-

.,.' P
.tation and least positive Xalthough hpt negative) for schools with lowest

, levels of implementation. These relationships lend considerable support
a

to the'hypothesis that AchieVement Directed Leadership hAs a significant.

'positive impact on student achieveMent.
,

(r)

f-z.

6...

a
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Pennsylvania Analysis



("1

PENNSYLVANIA ANALYSIS

The 1981-82 field test of the effectiveness of the Achievement

Directed Leadership program was conducted by the Basic Skills Component

(BSC) of Research for Better Schools, Inc., in three school districts

located in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. Me New Jersey

District was the focus of the field test since the program was fully imple-

mented in this district during the t.ime of the field test.

The field'test in Pennsylvania and Delaware consisted of supplemen-

tary analyses to ekamine additional questions about the effectiveness of

Achievement Directed Leadership. The focus of interest in the

Pennsylvania District was the effectiveness of the program, when only part

of the total approach is implemented in a school district. The major

interest in the Delaware District was the continuing effects of program

participation on student achievement over a number of years.

This discussion of the Pennsylvania analysis is in five sections.

First, the purpose of the analysis is outlined. Second, an overview of

the school district and the participating schools is presented. Third,

the nature and extent of program implementation are,described. Fourth,

student achievement results are displayed and discussed. Fifth, con-

clusions concerning partial implementation are presented.

Purpose of the Analysis

During the summer of 1981, the BSC and the Pennsylvania District'

discussed the possibility of the district's involvement in the 1981-82

field test of Achievement Directed Leadership. The district, which had no
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prior involvement with the program, expressed interest in a partial imple-

mentation. The BSC viewed the district's interest as an opportunity to

test whether partial implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership

' would influence student achievement, and decided to include the district

in the field test for that reason. Thus, analysis of the Pennsylvania

District's involvement focused on determining whether partial implementa-

tion of the program would affect student achievement.

District and School Overview

The Pennsylvania District has 12,700 students from an industrial city

and its surrounding boroughs. It is the fifth largest school district in

the state. It has 17 eletentary schools, five junior high schools, and
f

two senior high schools. The district's minority population, about 12

percent of the total student population, is predominantly Hispanic.

,Table l'presents some descriptive characterisqcs of the five elemen-

tary schools that participated in the field test. All of them are K-6

schools, and there is littJe variation among them in the other character-

istics listed, although School E is a smaller school with a lower average

daily enrollment and Schools B and D have a higher average class size.

Nature and Extent of Program Implementation

. In August of 1981, the BSC conducted an orientation of Achievement .

Directed Leadership for some central office staff and elementary

principals in the Pennsylvania District. After the orientation, it was

decided that the district's-implementation would consist of the following:

(1) the BSC would train principals of five of the 17 elementary schools
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Table 1

Description of Field Test Schools: Pennsylvania District

Characteristics

\

Schools

Grades in School X - 6 K 6 K - 6 K - 6 K - 6

Average Daily Enrollment 295 262 331 286, 165

Average Daily Attendance
Rate 95% 91% 92% 90% 93%

Number of Teachers 10 8 13 9 6 .

Average Class Size 26 31 25 32 25

Average Years Experience
of Teachers over 10 over 10 over 10 over 10 10
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and,some.central office staff in the'improvement approach and in the

management of the time and content variables; (2) these principals, with

BSC and central office support and assistance, would train and work with

teachers in the use of the improvement approach and the management of the,

time and content variables; and (3) the BSC would work with central office

staff in leading and supporting the work in the schools.

In August,. the ,BSC conducted a five-hour introductory training

session on content management. Two of the five principals and some

central office staff attended this session. Because the district lacked

prerequisites-for implementation of content management (i.e., iflor

learning datai and a standard curriculum or common texts for both reading/

language arts and mathematics), teacher training in content management was

to be limited in scope and postponed until necessary materials became

alienable. The BSC provided further training to principals in content ,

management during monthly leadership seminars.

In September, the;,BSC conducted a time management workshop. Twelve

hours, spanning three days, were* devoted to this workshop. The five

principals and central office staff assuming major roles in program

implementation attended all three days.

After the time training wOrkshop, the five principals oriented and

trained teachers'in their respective schools in the improvement approach

and in the ManAgement of the time variables. Most of the formal time

training of teachers by principals was conducted during faculty meetings.

This time training was completed by November.

In regard to content management training, as needed material became'

available, it was provided to principals who in turn informed teachers and
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monitored their use of these materiaLs. For mathematics, the content

forms matching test items with curriculum were completed by the BSC by

December. However, similar forms for reading were not completed until

April. The principals in Schools A and E conducted the earliest and most

intense work with teachers in ,the management of the content variables for

mathematics. The other principals did varying amounts of informal work

with teachers on an individual i)asis in regard to mathematics content

training. Limited training was provided to teachers in the content

variables for reading during the time of the field 'test.

After they tad trained,,their teachers in the time variables, the five

principals monitored teacher performance of program functions and engaged

in ongoing communication with teachers primarily through structured class-

. room observations arid principal/teacher conferences, Most teachers

1111/ reported that principals observed their classes approximately seven times

and conducted an average of three conferences. Both principals and

teachers reported that teachers used the improvement approach in their

classrooms.

In addition to training, the BSC provided ongoing support and

technical assistance to central office staff And the five principals. At

least once a month, the BSC conducted leadership seminars for the involved

central office staff and the five principals. These seminars dealt with

training needs, implementation problems, and planning issues. the BSC
A

also provided follow-tlp technical assistance through periodic meetings

with central office staff and with individual principals-who requested

assistance.
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The superintendent of the Pennsylvania District conducted one formal

conference with each of the five-principals involved in the program.

These conferences provided an opportunity for the superintendent and

principals!to discuss any program concerns and to review plans and activi-

ties for instructional improVement.

In.sUmmary, partial implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership

in the Pennsylvania District basically entailed the following:

1. The BSC oriented and trained five principals add some central

office staff in the improvement approach and the management

iof the timeand content variables.

2.JThe five principals, with BSC support and some assistance by

(the central office staff, oriented, formally trained, and

/worked,with their respective teachers in regard to the

improvement approach and the management of the time

variables.

. All of the principals formally or informally trained and

Worked with their respective teachers,'although to varying

degrees, in regard to the management of the content variables

for mathematics. Work done by principals in the management
of the content variables for reading was limited in scope and

accomplished late in the school year.

Student Achievement Results

Results from the district's testing program Were used as the basis

for examining student achievement in reading and mathematics. In the

Pennsylvania District, the Science Resarch Associates (SRA) achievement

t series is administered to all students in every grade each spring.

SRA test results are summarized in Table 2 in terms of normal curve

/equivalents (NCEs) by school and grade, for tests adtinistered-in 1981-,

!and 1982, The grade level scores are reported in a diagonal:analysis

/
keyed to the',groups of students in specified grades in 1982 so that groups

are relatively- cOtparable across years. For example-, a score in the row
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Table 2

Student Achievement Scoresa: Pennsylvania District

Readin

School A 'School B School C School D School E

Grade
81-82 1981'1982

e.:

81-82 1981 1982 81-82 1981 1982 81-82 1981 1982 81-8Z 1981 1982 81-82

6 - - 64 - 48 - 59 - - 47 -

72 80 +8 64 59 -5 56 64 +8 67 62 -5 47 50 +3

64 64 0 51 52 +1 62 58 -4 60 60 0 44 43 -

4 58 63 +5 59., 58 -1 53 57 +4 55 54 -1 49 44

5 59 61 +2 46 53 +7 48 5 1 +4 62 66 +4 34 49 +15

6 57 66 +9 58 55

-

-3 %I 57 -4
...'-

68 66 -2 42 49 +7

MRAN 60 64 54
,

55 +1\ 56 56 0 61 62 +1 42 46 +4

Mathematics

School A School B, School C §chool D School E

Grade
81-82 1981 1982

4.

', '4..--.

81-82 1981 1982

+
,....-"-

81-82 1981 1982

+ ,

''-
81-82 1981 1982

+
,,,, .

81-82 1981 1982

+

..-

81-82

()I. 79 - 75 - - 48 - -
4,

65 - - 66 -

.'

2 63 81 +18 72 66 -6 48 68

_

+20 68 60 -8 46 52 +6

3 63
1

69 +6 60 , 59 -1 55 57 -3 66 69 +3 40 41 +1

4 70 75 +5 59 56 -3 49 54 +5 60 66 +6 41 56 +15

5 66 71 +5 47 59 +12 42 50 +8 70 75 +5 45 . 50 +5

6 72 '82 +10 50 59 +9 57 58 +1 73 73 0 49 55 +6

MEAN 68 "74 +6 , 54- 58 +4 51 54 +3- 67 71 +4 44_ 51 +7

Scores represent results of Science Research Associates (SRA) Achievement tests as normal curve equivalents

(NCEs) compared through a diagonal analysis as descrihad in text. Total scores were computed from grades

wheie data were available for all three years. School means, therefore, include scores from grades two

through six for all schools.
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for grade three represents achievement of students in'grade three in 1982

and in grade two in 1981. 'Thus, scores can be compared directly across

rows to assess over'all achievement gains. These test scores are

graphically described in Figure 1.

4 basic assumption of the Title I Norm-referenced Mbdel is that

student achievement progresses at a rate consistent wit,h that of students

in the national norm group if no special treatment is introduced. In

other words, an NCE gain of zero indicates that students' gain'in

achievement equals that of the representative national ample. Although

many "rules of thumb" have been used to determine the educational

significance of achievement test score gains, for the purpose of this

report a change of fiveNCEs was determined to be educationally

\--significant based on a statistical examination of the.differences between

grade level means.

The following discussion refers to gains/losses during 1981-82, the

field test year, for five grade levels, grades two through six. Grade one

ismot included in the analysis because its 1981 achievement scores are

not available.

At the school level, the results in reading show that four schools

registered gains ranging from one to four NCE points and one school

registered a zero NCE gain. In.mathematics, all five schools registered

gains ranging from three to seven NCE points. In Schools A and E, the

mathematics gains reached the level of educational significance

five or more NCE points).

Considering each of.the five grade levels in each of the five

schools, in reading there were 13 gains, ranging from one to 15 NCE

1_0
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points; ten losses, ranging from one to five NCE points; and two cases of

zero NCE gains. In mathematics there were 19 increases, ranging from one

to 20 NCE points; ive decreases, ranging from one to eight NCE points;.
4

and one ca of zero NCE gain. In terms of the educational significance

of these grade level changes, in reading there were_sevet cases of

educationally significant gains and °three cases of educationally signifi-

pant'losses. In mathematics, there werc_16 cases of educationally

significant gains and two cases of educationally significant losses.

In summary, ,during the field test year there were., increases in 6.

reading and mathematics achievement-at both overall school and individual

grade levels. These achievement increases 14ere greater and more frequent

in mathematics_than in'reading. Schoolwide, the two educationally

significant gains were for mathematics,at Schools A and E. When

considering all 25 grade levels (i.e., grades two through_six) sixteen

demonstrated educationally signficant gains for mathematics and seven

demonstrated educationally significant gains for reading.

Conclusions

In the partial implementation of Achievement Directed Leadtrship by

the Pennsylvania District, five elementary school principals were-trained

by the BSC in the'improvement approach and in the management Of the time

and content variables. After time training, these five principals

oriented, trained, and worked with their respective teachers in regard to

the improvement approach and the time variables. After being provided

with prerequisite materials, these principals conducted some training and

rf
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worked with ,teachers in regard to the management.of the content -wariables

for mathematics, and to a much lesser extent for reading.
-

Student-achievement findings from. the five participating schools

suggest that the partial implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership

in this district did positively influence student achievement in reading

and mathematics. Moreover, student achievement gainsfor mathematics, an

area that received greater program attention, were higher than thoSe for

readirig.

7,
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DELAWARE ANALYSIS

The 1981-82 field test of the, effectiveness of the Achievement

Directed Leadership program was conducted by Research for Better Schools,

Inc., in three school districts located in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and

Delaware. The New Jersey School District was the focus of the field test,

since Achievement Directed LeadershiP was fully implemented in the

district's nine elementary schools and one middle school during the time

period scheduled for the field test.

Two supplementary analyses were conducted in Pennsylvania and Dela-

ware to examine additional questions about the improvement program. The

focus of intereSt in the Pennsylvania analysis was the effects of Achieve-

ment Directed Leadership%when only part of the program is implemented in a

school district. The major interest in the Delaware analysis was the

effect of multi-year program participation on student achievement.

This appendix discusses the Delaware analysis in five sections.

First, the purpose of the analysis is outlined. Second, an overview 'Of
1

the district and field test-schools is given. Third, the nature and

ex'tent of implementatiohof the program in the district are described.

Foutth, student achievemeht results for this school district during the

period of program implementation are shown. Fifth, the possible effects

of continued program participation on student achievement are discussed.

Purpose of the Analysis

A field test of Achievement Directed Leadership' was scheduled for the

1981-82 school year. Three school districts in different states agreed to

participate ih the field test. The extent of prior participation in the

e
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program and the level of planned involvement during the field test year

were important factors that influenced the nature of the field test in

each district.

In Delaware, the cooperating school district had participated in the

program for three years, and planned to maintain a similarcaevel of

involvement during the field test year. Thus, student achievement data

would be available for four years of participation in the program in this

district. These data would provide an opportunity t'o examine the effects

of program participation on student achievement over a pexiod of time.

The field test in this school district was designed to: (1) collect

data on program implementation and student achievement during the field

test year; (2) combine these data with data collected on program implemen-

tation and student achievement in the previous three years; and (3)

analyze the changes in student achievement over time in relationship to

program implementation.

'District and School Overview

The cooperating Delaware site is a small rural district serving a

population with low socioeconomic status. It has 2,136 students in one

kindergarten school, two elementary schools, one middle school, and one

high school. Minority group students make up about 20 percent of the

student population. Table 1 provides an overview.of the major character-

istics ok the two elementary schools (Schools A and B) which participated

in the program. As the table indicates, both schools contain grades 1-5,

but School A is a much larger school than School B and has more teachers.

The teachers in School B, however,jlave more teaching experience.
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Table 1'

,Description of Field Test Schoolii: Delaware School District

Characteristics School A School B

a
.

Grades in School 1 - 5 1 - 5

Average Daily Enrollment 510- 280

".Average Daily Attendance Rate 90% 94%

Number of Classroom Teachers 27 13 .

Average Class Size 25 25

verage Years Experience of. Teachers 5 11
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Nature and Extent of Program Implementation

As mentioned earlier, the Delaware School District had a three-year

history of cooperative development of the improvement approach prior to

the field test in the 1981-82 school year. This ccoperative development

involved principals and teachers from.all five schools, but participation

was greatest at the two elementary schools, especially School B. Table 2

summarizes- the involvement of the central Office and these two elementary

.schools over a four-year time period during the development and field test

of the approach. Some training was delivered every year in order to

accommodate new participants, reinforce previous training for experienced

program participants, and train all who would be involved in new portions

of the program as they were developed. In addition, the superintendent

and his staff gave continued support to the concepts of the program

throughout this period and they facilitated related activities when

opportunities arose.

0
During the second half of the first year of involvement, administra-

tors and some teachers at,Schools A and B implemented the t.ime management

portion of the improvement approach. In January of 1979, some teachers at

both elementary schools were oriented to the approach'and trained in the

management- f students' use of classroom time. Observations were subse-

quently carried out by adMinistrators at both schools. At both schools, .

teachers met with their observers and RBS consultants to discuss the

observation process'and subsequent use of data for improvement purposes.

In these meetings, they compared the observation data to research find-

ings, identified opportunities ior improvement, selected improvement
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Table 2

Implementation of Achievement Directed Leadership

in the Delaware School District
1978 - 82

Level 1978 - 79 1979 - 80 1980 - 81 1981 - 82

Central Office Orientation
.

,

,

Planning Planning Planning Planning

Time training Content Time and content

. and training and training and

implementation implementation implementation

School

Orientation Orientation

Planning Planning Plannirig Planning

Time training

,

Time training Time Time and content

, and
implementation
(Schools A and B)

and

implementation
(School B)

implementation
(School B)

training and
implementation

,

Content training
and

implementation

(reading and
mathematics,
Schools A and B)

(reading, Schools

A and B)



strategies, and planned for implementation of these strategies. Teachers

then implemented the strategies in their classrooms. These meetings also

provided useful suggestions to RBS for developmental revisions of the

. program.

During the summer of 1,979 it was decided that RBS would work

primarily with the staff of School B in time management during the 1979-80

school year. In the fall of 1979, the principal of School B and RBS staff

reviewed the approach with all basic skills teachers andsthen trained

seven of these teachers as observers for time management. These teachers

observed each other's classrooms early in the fall, and met with their

principal and each other in planning conferences. Teachers then imple-

mented improvement strategies. The principal observed these classrooms

later in the school year to assess the effectiveness of the improvement

strategies and held a second round of conferences with teachers for review

and planning purposes.

Plans for 1980-81 included continued implementation of the time man-

agement component of the prOgram at School B, and implementation of the

content management materials in reading at both School A and School B.

Consequently, reading teachers at both schools were trained by central

office staff in the management of content variables, especially prior

learning. While central office staff and principals monitored students'

coverage of the curriculum throughout the school year, teachers at both

schools attempted to remediate student prio'r learning deficiencies. In

addition, two rounds of time management observations, and tyo rounds of

conferences were held at School B.
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School year 1981-82 was the year of the field test. Both schools

agreed to utilize the time and content management materials in reading and

mathematics. Accordingly, central office staff and administrators from

the 'two schools received review training in the overall approach and in

time and content management. These sessions were led by BSC staff during

the summer and early fall of 1981. Teachers participated in the content

'training session, but reviewed time management at a later, date with the

prindipals and BSC staff. Subsequent implementation of Achievement

Directed Leadership was relatively high at School D, but only moderate at

School A. Approximately two rounds of observations, and two rounds of

conferences were held at School B; one round each of observations and

conferences was held at School A.

Student Achievement Test Results

In 1978, students in the Delaware School District were scoring around

the national average, but well below the state average on the statewide

standardized achievement tests. As noted above, RBS began to work in this

district in January of 1979. Test results in the spring of 1979 showed

high initial gains. Although several grades in the dAstrict registered

decreases in 1980, these gains were, for the most part, reestablished in

1981 and sustained or extended in 1982.

Table 3 presents the averase scores for grades 1-5 on the total basic

skills battery of the California Achievement Tests (CAT) across five years

(1978-82) in the Delaware District. The table also shows the change4in

the average scores registered from one testing year to the next. Scores

are reported as normal curve ,equivalents, or NCEs. Except for the 1978-79
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Table 3

Stadent Achievement ScOres: Delaware School District

Grade Level

.

Total Scoresa Score Changes

Fall
1978

Spring
1979

,

Spring
1980

Spring
1981

Spring
1982 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82

49 71 61 65

.

65 +22_ -10 +4

2 52 64 .67 65 65 +12 . +3 -2 0

-3 52 62 58 63 63 +10 -4 +5 0

5 56 65 60 62 69 +9 -5 +2 +7

1_ 3

a
Scores on total battery of California Achievement Tests (Basic Skills) in normal curve equivalents
for Schools A and B in Delaware School District. Except for the fell of 1978 and.the spring of 1979,
data represent the performance of different groups of students in each succeuive year.



gchool year when test scores were available for the same students in fall

and spring, the scores in the horizontal rows.for grades represent differ-

ent groupg of students in each successive year.

A basic assumption of the Title I norm-referenced model is that

student achievement progresses at a rate consistent with that of students

in the national norm group if ,no special treatment is introduced. In

other words, an NCE gain of zero indicates that students' gain in

achievement equals that of the representative national sample. Although

many "rules of thumb" have been used to determine the educational signifi-

cance of achievement test score gains, for the purpose of this report a

change of five NCEs was determined to be educationally significant based

on a sta.tistical examination of the differences between grade means.

As Table 3 indicates, students in all five grades performed much

better on the CAT in 1979 than they had in 1978. The gains, each of Which

was educationally significant, ranged from nine to.22 NCE points. In the

following year (1979-80), three grades (grades one, three, and five)

registered decreases, two of which were educationally, significant. How-

ever, in 1980-81 all three of these grades registered gains, one of which

laas educationally significant, and in 1981-82 one of them registered an

educationally significant gain while the other, two had no NCE gains. The

other two grades (grades 2 and 4) did not register any changes large

enough to be considered educationally significant over the three years

following the 1979 testing. These test scores are displayed in graphic

form in Figure 1.
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, Student Achievement Scores
Delaware School District

1978 - 1982

80

75

4

45-

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

0

Figure 1: California Achievement Test results as NCEs; grades 1-5

across five years. Data reflect students performance

on the totaithattery of basic skills teses.
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Disc4ssion o.6 Score Changes

There are several difficulties associated with relating achievement

test sCore changes in the Delaware District to participation in the

Achievement Directed Leadership program. First, the nature and extent of

implementation of Achievement'Directed Leadership in these schools Aanged

from one year to the next. Second, whilejmplementation at times was

limited to one of the two schools, and at times to one sulaect area

(reading), the achievement test score data presehted here refer to the

performdhce of students from both schools Ent the total battery of basic'

skills testa. Third, the improvement approach was not the sole

educational intervention in the district. All of these factora could We

used to refute the argument that gains in student achievement test scores

can be attributed eo the district's involvement in the program.

However, student achievement test,scores in the Delaware bistrict

rose markedly during the first year of participation in the program, and

4

-most of the gains registered fh 1979 seem to have been sustained over the

years of.further development and field testing-of r approach. Again,

although no direct correlation between student achievement test score

gains'and program implementation is established by these data, it is:

likely that Achievement Directed Leadership was responsible, in part, for

the improVements in student achievement test scores.

Indeed, the district's superintendent corroborated this assertion in

jlovember of 1981, stating that the "improVements [in achievement test

4
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scores] have been satisfying for all concerned and are no doubt attribut-

able to the hard work of teachers and students, to the opporamities pro-:

vided teachers for upgrading their professional skills, and to the

assistance given to the district by RBS."
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Appendix C:

Data Collection Forms/Instruments



CONTACT REPORT MEMO

TO: D. Helms/A. Graeber

FROM: WAitees Name

CONTACT: State Site (RementheA, no zchooZ nameA---uze code,$)

'Date of Contact Month, Date, Yeak

Meeting °Phone Call Time INot 4oA phone catts)

Participants: Who paAticipated with Cate4-ornew cm

Aakety appeating paAticipants.

DATE: Month, Date, YealL

la. An objective o4 the meeting/contact, inctuding imPoAtant pAecuAsoAs

and pAepaAations. 04 extkeme impottance aAe you& stAategies and

Aatonate 4o1L achieving the objective.

lb. Next objective, i4 any, inctading impoAtant pAecuAsoAs and pAepaAa-

tion4. The stAategies and Aationate peanned .6o& achieving the

obleetive.

etc.

2a. What happened with Aespect to la., tAansactions, and outcome's..

21).. What happened with Aespectto lb., tAansactions, and outcomes.

etc.

3. Othe& in4oAmation &armed duAing the catt that L not diAectey

Aetated to an objtctive o4 the contact. These can be discdssed in

paAagAaph sty& and do not need to be ZabeZed with ZetteAs. 16 no

in4oAmation was catected, type 3. N/A.

4. What I (the miteA) need to do as a Aesutt o4 thi,s, contact. What

my pAobtem-zotving stAategy? (e.g., Ask D. Hams to caa MA. Adams;

Pn.i.nt TV copie o4 the Onientation booktet; How can I invotve the,

nonactive _tinken?) Itno-tasks accAue, type 4. N/A.

5. Attention: State Pa/anti/.
Names o6 otheAs who zhoutd Aeceive a copy o4 the AepoAt

2.5 revised 1-28-80
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Basic Skills Instructional IMprovement Program

TIME/District, Principal

Post-Session Questionnaire

Date: Location:
,

Please rate each of the following by circling one of the five responses.

1. Expertise of the training 'staff

2. Quality of presentation/training

3. Quality of materials

4. Relevance of content

5. Likelihood that this program will
work in your situation

6. Ubat did you like best?

7, How could the session be improved?

8. Other comments?

.135

A Go° ,
o0*

coNyN
4-st,e o

1

1

1

1

1

1 3

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

5

5

5

5

5



LA,
O'N

TIME/District, Principal

The statements listed below represent objectives of
this session. Please indicate below whether you can;

..'

4..

C. ... C
'-\v. r,.' .C., 0 0

0. G' .6 '..y. .... , ,c,
....../

C'" 0- '4.,,,." C.." 4...- e . "I'',.. q, n ''' C,"'

04.... ..,.., , .7.? .-, ,-,..1:- .N.
... ..--, ...sc,0 Ni- ,..,

.c.

'N,! - <.,
N.0 ...1` 4.^ ....('.i .,- 4c,.

9. Define allocated time,.engagement rate, and student engaged time. 1 * 3 .4 5 NiA
10. Distinguish engaged from unengaged student behaviors in the

classrooM. 1 * 3 4 5 N/A

11. Record data on the engagement rate form and calculate engagement
rate.

, 1 * 3 4 5 N/A

12. Complete an allocated time log. 1 * 3 .4 5 NIA

13. Read and interpret.one of the time graphs'(find the expected
achievement zone for a given amount of student engaged time). 1 * 3 4 5 N/A

14. Establish an appropriate goal for student engaged time. . 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

15. Establish the corresponding goals for allocated time and
engagement rate (for a given student engaged time goal). 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

'16. Assist teachers in selecting appropriate strategies for increasing-
allocated time and engagement rate.

17. Help a teacher plan the implementation of a strategy to improve
classroom management of students and management of instruction.

18. Schedule the initial round of classroom observations.

4019 Help teachers assess the impact of their changes on classroom
practice, especially student engaged time.

3 4 5 N/A

2 3

1 2

1 2 3

N/A

4 5 N/A

5 N/A

20. What specific points/questions need to be clarified in order for you to be able to use this training?

41111
*Thi 6 onse option inappropriate for this item.
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Basic Skills Instructional Improvement Program

TIME IMPLEMENTATION/Distrlot, Principal

Post-Session Questior;naire

Date: Location:

Please rate each of the following by circling one of the five responses.

1. Expertise of the training staff 1 2 3 4 5

2. Quality of presentation/training 1 2 3 4 5

3. Quality of materials l 2 3 4 5

.4. Relevance of content 1 2 3 4 5

5. Likelihood that this program will 1 2 '3 4 5

work in your situation

rk.

6. What did you like best?

7, How coild the session be improved?

8. Other comments?

1 37

1 4 0



TIME IMPLEMENTATION/District, Principals

The following statements.relate to planning for teacher'

training and implementation for student engaged time.

Please,indicate the degree to which you believe

you understand.

.9. When announcement of teacher training session(s) will be made and

person(s) responsible for making announcement.

10. Agenda and responsibilities for teacher training session.

11. Intended.outcOmes of the teacher training workshop.

12.. What equipment will be needed for training, where it is located,

and how to operate it.

13. What Materials are needed: when and how materials will be printed.

14. Process for establishing an initial observation schedule and who

will do initial observations. ,

15. Process to be used to alert teachers of the need to complete allocated

time logs and pre-observation form On formal observation days.

16. How implementation sessions/conferences will be achieved (individual

teacher-principal conference, small group or grade level meeting,

whole faculty or combination).

17. How data will be shared with teachers, who and how comparisons with

research will be made, and goals set.

1.8. How strategies will be developed and/or shared with teachers.

19. How inservice needs that are identified in selection phase will be

handled.

20. What strategy principals will use in determining frequency.of

classroom observation.

21. The frequency and/or level of slow" student engaged time data that

should signal a more serious ';complex) intervention strategy.

.4. .!!..

rP cr
.P c)*

4, siF.'

be' -6,e'.p 4x

41 ,
.

.5- N7,
,A,' c.t?eP 4'0

1

1

2

N/3

1 2 3

1 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

22. I believe I can use the Time Leader's Guide. (Please check one)

F-1 On my own, now

0 With further study

riWith some assistance

ElOnly with further instruction and assistance

[I] Even with further instruction, may not be able to do

23 What specific questions or concerns do you wish to have answered before the teacher

training session or before implementation?
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Basic Skills Instructional Improvement Prcsram

CONTENT/District, Principals

PostSession Questionnaire

Date: Location:

Please rate each of.the following by circling one of the five responses:

3,01' CP° IP

Q+1

t.1e:11

1. 'Expertise of the training staff 1 2 3 4 5

2. Quality of presentation/training 1 2 3 4 5

3. Quality of materials 1 2 3 4 5

4. Relevance of content 1 2 3 4 5

5. Likelihood that this program will

work in your situation

1 2 3 4 5 .

4,9

6. What did you like best? 1 2 3 4 5

7. How could the session be improved? 1 2 3 4 5

8. Other comments? 1 2 3 4
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CONTENT/DAt, Principals

The statements listed below represent objectives of

this sdssion. Please indicate below whether you can:

9. Define prior learning, instructional overlap, and mastery.

10. Use standardized achievement test data to project the classroom

average percentile score.that can be expected under "normal"

insttuction.

11. Use test data to identify a class's specific prior learning

strengths and weaknesses.

12. Find the 'overlap between the content taught and the content

'measured by the test.

13. Read an instructional overlap graph (fin& the expected achieve-

ment zone for a given percent of instructional overlap).

14. Examine initial instructional plan and decide whether resulting

overlap is appropriate for a specific situation.

15. Assist teachers in completing long-term instructional plans.

16. Assist teachers in completing unit plans.

17. Help teachers review theix progress on the long-term plan and

their students mastery of.the -topics covered.

18. Assist teachers in I:evising their long-term plans, if necessary.
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1 2 3 4 5 NYA

1 3 4 5 N/A

5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

,

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 4 5 N/A

o

*19. What.specific Points/questions need to be clarified in order for you to be able to use this training?

1_46
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Date:

Basic Skills Instr,uctional Improvement Program

Planning for content implementation/District, principals

Post-Session Questionnaire

Location:

Please rate each of the following by circling one of the five responses.

1. Expertise of the training staff

2. Quality of presetation/training

3. Quality of materials

4. Relevance of content

5. Likelihood that this program will

work in your situation

6. What di'd you like best?

7. 'How could the session be improved?

8. Other comments?

141
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2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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Ian" for cont,t,:: imple%Icntat.ion/District, prificipa '

The.following -statr!mentr..relate to content trnirLing and

iTplementation.
7Inderstand:

9.

10.

11,

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Please IrdicaM the degree to which you

How to interpret the data to be used for identifyingyrior

learning strengths and weaknesses.

How teachers will calculate an estimate of instructional overlap.

:low tp code.the assessment'instruments to the curriculum guide.

When and hr:w the prior learning data and School Year Planning

GuideS will be made available to faculty.

Intended outcomes of the content training worishop.

The roles- and.functions of teachers, principals, and district

office staff in implementing the.content variables.

How principals will monitor teaCher implementation of

instructipnal plans.

I believe I can use the Content Leader's Guide (please check one)

.'beic'iN'Fr 43

,r;\'

.§''
ti,',t,

K. (2,
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o.

N.
(t).

1

1

1

1

1

1 ',

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4.

4

4

,

4

4

:

cv
-.1-

,-1

3

On my own, now

With further study

With some assistance

Only with further instru-tion and assistance

-"Even with further iastruction, may not be able to

17. .What specific questions or concerns do you wish_ have answered before the training session?
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r.

Basic Skills in3tructionnl Improvement Pfo ram

Planning for Teacher Orientation

Post-Session 'Questionnaire

Date: Location:

)

Please rate each of the following by circling one of the five responses,

Go ops, ,
4,3

e/yoN.

1. ExperriSe of the training staff 1 2 3 4 5

2. Quality of presentation/training 2. 3 4 5

3. uality of materials 1 2 3 4 5

4. Relevance of content 1 2 3 4. 5

2,

5. Likelihood that this program will

work in your situation

1 '2 3 4

6. What did you like.best?

7. How could the session be improved?

8. Other comments?

143
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The following statemeats .relate to the teacher or entation
session. Please ifidlcate the degree to which you\understand:

I .

-,e. , ,e . eFT

1. The suggested agenda for the teacher orientation session. 1 2 3 4

2. The objectives or expected outcomes. 1 2 3 4

3. Type and number of materials needed. 1 2 3 4

4. Who will prepare materials. 2 3 4

5. Who, when, .and_how the announcement will be made to the faculty
about the purpose, time, and place of the teacher orientation 1 2

session.

Please indicate whether you can:

ff0
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6.

7.

8.

\

\10.

11.

12.

13.

Find the following materials for teacher orientation in my
principal's guide

a. Rationale, strategy, and content outline

b. Handouts

c. Transparency masters

Present information from the orientation outline.

Discuss the roles and functions of teachers, principals, and
district staff.

Answer likely questions about the basic skills instructional
improvement program.

Follow up on individual teacher concerns.

I believe the orientation sessiori will be held on

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

(date) at

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4 ,/
i

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

. 5

,5

(location).

IThelieve. the following people will be responsible for leading/assisting

Leading

the teacher orientation session.

the orientation?

.Assisting

What specific questions or concerns do you wish to have answered before

144
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.'Date

Teacher Orientation
Basic Skills instructional Improvement Pfbgram

Please indicate the degree to
which you agree with the
following statements.

Location

1. The presentation gave me information
that helps me understand some of the
activities planned for my school.'

2. The materials used in the presentation
were effective.

3. The improvement program described is
relevant to my day-to-day classroom
activities.

4. The improvement program described is
relevant to my school's instructional
program.

5. As a result of the presentation I am
interested in the improvement program.

6. The improvement program will probably
succeed in my school and classroom.

7. What do you like best about the program?

.o
o efr

onics'cb m e
*cb otio.0o _

AO NY°. GIP'
cor ZY br

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

8. ,'Was there information you believe should have been presented at the

orientation session, but wasn't?

145
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9. Are there'concerns you have about the improvement program that you

would like to discuss prior to program implementation?

10. The teacher's guide you,were given at the orientation session is a

developmental copy. Do you have specific suggestions for improving

it? (For example, should it discuss or describe something that is

not now discussed? Does it raise some concerns that it does not

address?)

Please return to By

153
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Basic Skills Instructional Improvement Program

TIME/Teachers

Post-Session Questionnaire

Date: Location:

Please rate each of the following.by circling one of the five responses.

Goo e. te.zcbe
°

.qe0
,0-

,e°

1. Expertise of the training staff 1 2 3 4 5

2. Quality of presentation/training 1 2 3 4 5

3. Quality of materials 1 2 3 4 5

4. Relevance of content 1 2 3 4 5

5. Likelihood Lhat this program will

work in your situation

1 2 3 4 5

6. What did you like best?

7, How could the session be improved?

8. Other comments?
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T7:4E/Teachers

The s-..z.t:a7.ants 1istec.1 below reprc:sent objective3 of
zhis session. ?lease indicate below whether you can:

9. Define allocated time, engagement rate, and student engaged time.

10. Distinguish engaged from unengaged student behaviors in the
classroom.

\

11. Record data on the engagement rate form a, calculate engagement
rate.

12. Complete an allocated time log.

13. Read and interpret one of the time graphs (find the expected
achievement zone for a 'given amount of student engaged time).

14. Establish an appropriate goal for student engaged time.

15. Establish the corresponding goals for allocated tirn .g. and
ergcsa.-,Icnt rate- (for a given student engaged time goal).

16. Select appropriate strategies for increasing allocated time
and engagement rate.

17. Develop a plan for implementation of a strategy to improve .
classroom management of students or management of instruction.

18. Assess the impact of the strategies on classroom practice,
especially student engaged time.

.
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1 4 5 N/A-

1 * 4 ) 5 , N/A

1 * 3 4 N/A

1 3 4 , 5 N/A

1 3. 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4. 5 N/A

2 3 4 5 N/A

2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

t55 _
19. What specific points/questions need cc be clarified in order fox you to be able to'use this training?

*This response option inappropriate for this item.
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Basic Skills Instructional Improvement Program

CONTENT/Teachers

Post-Session Questionnaire

Date: Location:

Please rate each of the following by circling one of the five responses.

&e.
<lz

G o
s' -sr

0

1. Expertise of the training staff 1 2 3 4 5

2. Quality of presentation/training 1 2 3 4 5

3. Quality of maeerials 1 2 3 4 5

4. Relevance of content 1 2 3 4 5

5. Likelihooc that this program will
work in your situation

1 2 3 '4 5

b. What did you like best?

7, How could the session be improved?

. Other comments?
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CONTENT/Teachers

The statements listed below represent objectives of '

this session. Please indicate below whether you can:

SI.,

4.,,.,
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9: Define prior ldarning, instructional overlapi and'mastery. 1

10. Use standardized_achieveffient test data to project the classroom
average percentile score that can be eXpected under "normal" 1 2 3

instruction.

11. Use test data to identify a class's specific prior learning
strengths and weaknesses. 1

1 3 4 5 N/A

t_n 12. Find the overlap between the content taught and the content...

o measured by the test. - 1

:13. Read an'instructional overlap graph (find the expected achieve-
ment zone for a given percerit of instructional overlap). 1

14. Examine initial instructional plan and decide whether resulting
overlap is appropriate.for a spegific situation. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

15. Complete a long-term'instructional plan. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

16. Complete a unit plan. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

N / A

3 4 5 N/A

4 5 N/A

3 4 5 N/A ,.

17. Review progress on the long-term plan and your students'
mastery of the topic covered.

IS. Develop revised long-term plans, if necessary.

1 2

1 2 3 4

5 N/A

5 N/A

1939. What specific points/questions need to be clarified in order for you to be able.to use this training?



Time Begin:

Date:

Respondent:

Interviewer:

Bsc ADMINISTRATOR/TRAINER INTERVIEW

. What do you see as the" major goals and objectives Of this approach?-

A. How do these goals or- objectives fit in with your view of
the' schpol districtls '(or yout particular school's) goals
and objectives?

151
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2. To what extent do you think that the approch will succeed in your

school district (or your particular school) in achieving its main

objectives? (PROBE FOR EFFECTIVENESS RE IMPROVING STUDENT ACHIEVE-

MENT, CLASSROOM INSTR(JCTION, AND INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP)

3. Based on your understanding of the approach thus far, what wduld you

say are the approaches! most important features?



4. -In August and September what did you think your main role in implementing

the approach would be? (PROBE FOR WHAT R WOULD ACTUALLY BE.DOINC IN

IMPLEMENTING THE APPROACH)

A. Were there any major problems that made it difficult for ybu to

perform this role as you viewed it? (IF YES, IDENTIFY PROBLEMS)

0

/
/

5, Now I'm interested in getting your specific. reactions to the orientation

and initial. (technical) training you received (from RBS on the nse of the

approach for this.year's. implementation. What are the.most important

things you feel you have learned from this. training? (PROBE FOR SPECIFIC

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS R MAY HAVE DEVELOPED)

/
/

153
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(IF R IS A RESOURCE TEACHER, SKIP TO Q. 1 ;

OTHERWISE ASK Q'S 6, 7, 8, AND 9)

6. How adequately do,you think you have been prepared to successfuliT'

Implement the approach?

A. In what specific areas do you.think you were not adequately

prepared?

7. "Have teachers in your -school (district) received any inservice training

on this proje'ct,, up to this point? (IF YES, ASK R TO DESCRIBE TRAINING)

154
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8. Did you play any part in providing this training to teachers? (IF YES,

ASK ABOUT BOTH CONTENT AND TIME TRAINING; 1F NO, SKIP TO Q.. 10)

A. Content

B. Time

9. Did you .have any difficulties delivering any parts of the training?
(PROBE FOR BOTH CONTENT AND TIME TRAINING)

A. Content

B. Time

155
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0

(NOTE: RESOURCE TEACHERS AND COORDINATORS MAY NOT

BE ABLE TO ANSWER Q'S 10 AND 11)

10. Are there any aspects of the approach that you feel have been difficult

for teachers to implement?

11. How would you assess the teachers' overall reactions to the project

thus far?



12. What suggestions do you have for RBS (or for the district) with respect

to providing follow-,up assistance to you on this project?

13. Do you have, any other comments, questions,or concerns that you would
like to share 'lat this point about the project?

(TIME END):
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PRINCIPAL/DISTR1CT CONtERENCE

Us1n3 the school summary- data, the principal and district leadership

together, answer the following questions, agree on the opportunities

for improvement,- plan and take necessary action that will lead to

improved instruction and greater student achievement.

Based upon entering achievement data, which classes offer the

sgreatest opportunity for imptovement this year in reading? In

math?

2. gave teachers identified strengths and weaknesses on their Quarterly

Plan for reading? math? What are the weakest areas?

3. How good is the match betdeen Quarterly Plans and the Guide in

reading? nath? What are the exceptions?

4

4. How well are teachers maintaining the pace set by their quarterly

plans for reading? math? Where is special help needed?

159
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Principal/District ConferenceContinued

5. How successful is the daily learning in reading? math? 'Where is

special help needed?

6. What is the mastery rate in reading? math? Where is special help .

needed?

7. How well is.time being used fbr reading? math? Where is special

help needed?

P.;
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Date:

Interviewer:

Interviewee:

BSC District Level Staff I.nterview

End of Year

I'd like to get some of your thoughts about the Achievement Directed
.Leadership Program with which you have been involved this year. I'd

appreciate it if you would answer the following questions:

1. What percent of your time was spent doing tasks related to this program?

2. With what tasks were you involved?
(Probe for planning implementation, planning teacher inservice training,
data collection e;g:, scanning classes, conducting/Principal/teacher
conferences, helping teachers plan basic skills instruction, attending
principal seminars)

Generally, do you think this program was effective?
(Effective in terms of ratsing student achievement scores and improving
classroom instruction.) If not, why not?

4. Can you think of any problems that made this program difficult to
implement?

161
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5. What did you like best about the program?

6. What did you like least about the program?

7. Do you have any suggestions for making the program more successful
next year?

8. Do you have any other comments, questions or concerns about the
program that,you.would like to share?
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Date:

Interviewer:

Interviewee:

BSC Principal Interview

End of Year

I'd like to get sjome of your thoughts about the RBS Sch'ool.Improvement/.

Achievement Directed Leadership program with which you have been .involved

this year. I'd appreciate it if you would answer the following'questions?

1. How important is the improvement in basic skills inftruction to you?

(Probe: Is it one of the primary goals you ba've for your school?)

How important do you think the improvement in basic skills instruction

is to parents who have students in this school?

3. What was your impression of/reaction to your,students' 1982 achievement,

scores?

163
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4. Overall, do you think this program was effective in your school?
(Effective in terms of raising student achievement scores and
improving classroom instruction) How?

5. Were there any problems that made it difficult for you to implement
this programAn your school? (If yes, identify)

6. Did you train teachers? If yes, did you feel comfortable training
teachers in time? If not, why not?

In content? If not, why not?

Did training include suctess/mastery review?

164



7. Do you think the program helped ybu become more successful,o-helping
teachers plan basic skills -lnstruction? Why/why not?

8. Do you think that the program helped you become a moreeffective
supervisor of your school's basic skills program? Why/why not?

9. What did you like best about the program? Le*t?

10. How did district level staff/DOI help you implement this program in
your school? If,so, how? In what ways did this differ from past
emphasis?

165 173
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11. Did you find your conferences with the district level administratUr
helpful? (If not, why not?)

12. Do you have any suggestions for making th4rogram more successful
next year?

13. Do you have any other comments, questions or concerns about the
program that you would like to share?
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Date:

Interviewer:

Interviewee:

BSC Teacher Interview

End of Year

I'd like toget some of your thoughts abcatIthe instructional improveMent program

cin which yo9 have been involved and I'd appreciate it if you would answer these

questions. \Your answers will be confidenttal.

, \

.1.'What,do You see as the major goals of this basic skills improvement program?

. Have'these goals influenced the goals you set for your classes?

P

, 3. Did you receive enough training to sufficiently understand the program?
If not, what didn't you fullY understand?
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4. Were there any problems that made it difficult for you to implement this

program? (If yes, identify)

PROBE: Did the classroom scans/observations for time-on-task present

any problems? Did the Quarterly Topic Plans? Did the AT Log?

Did the Curriculum Mapping Guide?

5. What instructional changes did you make as a result of your participation in

the program? (i.e., What did you do differently in planning for, managing

or instructing your class?):

. What did you like best atout the program?

168



7. What did you like least?

8. How did the principal work with you in implementing this program?

9. Did you find the.Principal/Teacher Conferences helpful?

169 17,



10, Generally, do yOu think the program was effective in'your school?

(-Effective in terms of Taising student achievement and improving

classroom instruCtion) If not, why notl

4

11. Do you have any suggestions for making the program more successful next
year?
PROBE: Is there anything the principal or district could dO to help

teachers implement the program better?

51.

12. Do you have any other comments, questions or concerns about the program
that you would like to share?
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Principal,

'5" 0E11T
gk (4,1

Ins,p

This'year, your district has been participating in a program designed to improv
instructional leadership in the basic skills. Your cooperation in completing this
questionnaire will be of great help in evaluating the success of the program.
Please answer the questions by checking the appropriate box or filling in the
appropriate blank. Thank you for your assistance.

ALL QUESTIONS REFER ONLY TO CURRENT SCHOOL YEAR.

Please estimate the percent of your time that was spent planning and implementing
the Achievement Directed Leadership Program for your school.

How much of this time was spent

attending principal seminars

planning for implementation

planning for teacher inservice training

training teachers

helping teachers plan instruction

supervising teachers and holding principal/teacher
conferences

attending superintendent/principal conferences

Did you conduct any inservice training in. the area of:

student engaged time?

the overlap between the content you actually taught
and the,yearend standardized achievement test?

YES -NO

[

[ ]

[

[

]

]

attention to students' prior learning deficiencies? [ ] [ ]

student success rate? [ ] [ ]

student mastery of basic skills content? [ E

the effectiveness of review? [ ] [ ]

DON'T
This year, YES NO KNOW

,Did central office staff.members spend more time
with-you or your teachers planning and supporting [ ] [ ] [ ]
11111basic skils instruction?

in your.opinion, did the oveall effectiveness;of the

school district in supporting basic skills-instruction [
] [ ] [ ]

increase?
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Did you spend more time with teacherS planning and

helping them with basic skills instrOction

In your opinion, did the overall effectiveneSs of

your school in providing basic skills instruction

increase?

In conferences with district level administrators,

did you discuss:

student engagfd time?

content coverage?

prior learning?

success rate?

mastery?

review-

This year,

YES

[ ]

NO

YES NO

[ ]

NOT
SURE

] [ ]

[ ] fl [ ]

[ [ [

[ ] ] [ ]
[ ] ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ _[ ] [ ]

Were your teachers successful in reaching or maintaining levels

of student engaged time associated with high achievement?

In general did your teachers actually cover more of basic skills

subject matter that they had in previouf' years!?

Were your ,:eachers able to give more attention to students'

prior learning deficiencies than in past years?

Would you say-that your. teachers' use of content review was

more extensive ari/or systematic than in past years?

As a result of the instructional improvement program, did your

teachers change.their method of instructional planning?

As a result of the instructional improvement program, did any

of your teachers change their classroom management procedures?

AS a result of the instructional improvement program, did any

of your teachers change Itleir techniques An the basic $.1kills

areas

Overall, would You say that Your teachers iaere "more effective

in providing basic skills Instruction to students?

15u 1 72



These questions refer only to the Achievement Directed YES NO

Leadership program:

Have you thought about or discussed ways of improving the

program?

Have you thought about the impact of the program on your

school?

Have you thought about expanding the techniques of the

program to areas other than the basic skills?

Did you actually expand the program's techniques in your

school?

Would you say you were generally successful in doing the

activities required by the program?

Would you say that, for your school, the program went

smoothly?

Have you shared your ideas about the program with

other principals?

What is your overall reaction to the basic skills

instructional improvement program in which your school

has been participating this year?

Very positive [ ] [ ]

Positive [ ] C 1

Neutral [ ] [ ]

Negative [ ] [ ]

Very negative [ ] [ ]

Please feel free to use the back of the questionnaire to comment at length

about the program.
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Teacher,

%C)fIRLIINNErei

This,year, your district has been participating in a program designed to improve

instruction in the basic skills. Your cooperation in completing this question

(mire will be of great help in evaluating the success orthe program. Please

,.answer the questions by Checking the appropriate box or filling in the appropriate

blank. Thank you for your assistance.

ALL QUESTIONS REFER ONLY TO CURRENT SCHOOL YEAR.

Did you look at research findings (on time and/or content

graphs, etc.) to help yOu set itprovement goals for your

classrooms?

Did you use your classroom data and research to help ypu

improve your teaching?

If yoU answercd yes to the preceding question, did you

actually do anything to improve in the area.of:

student engaged time?

the overlap'ebetween the content you actually taught

and the year-end standardized achievement tests?

remediation of students' prior learning

deficiencies?

student success rate?

student mastery of basic skil..1s,content?

YES NO

E ]

]

]

]

]

review of basic skills subject matter?

Did you receive any inservice training in the area of:

] ]

student engaged time? ] ]

the overlap between the content you actually taught

and the year-end 'standardized achievement test? ] ]

attention to students' prior learning deficiencies?, E ] ]

student success rate? [ ] ]

student mastery of basic skills ,content?

the effectiveness of review?
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Did you receive any assistance (other than inservice

training) related to:

student engaged time?

content coverage?

attention to students' Prior learning?

student success rate?

student mastery of basic skills?

review of basic skills subject matter?

This_year,

Did your principal spend more time with you planning

and helping you with your basic skills instruction?

In ybur opinion, did the overall effectiveness of

your school in providing basic skills instruction

increase?

Did central office staff members spend more time plan-

ning and supporting basic skills instructioq

, -

In your opinion, did the overall effectiveness of the

school district in supporting basic skills instruction

increase?

How many times was your classroom observed for the

purpose of c011ecting data for student engaged time?

_How many,times did you have a formal conference as

part of the basic skills instructional improvement

program?

YES NO

, DON'T

YES NO KNOW

7 J

C 7 C 7 .

7 C

(number)

(number)



these conferences, did you discuss:

student engaged time?

content -c-overage?

prior learning?

success rate?

mastery?

review?

This year,

YES YES NOT

ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER SURE

Were you successful in reaching or maintainingleve s

of,student engaged time associated with high achievement?

Did you actually cover the amount of basic skills

subject matter that you had planned to cover?

Were you able to give,moreattention to students',

prior learning deficiencies than in past years?

Was your students' daily success rate appropriate?

Did more. of your students taster more basic skips
objeCtives than in past years?

Was your use of review more systematic than in

past years?

Did you change your method of instructional planning?

Did you change your Class, ,, management procedures?

Did you Change your teaching techniques in the basic

skills areas?

Overall, were you more effeciive in proVidihg basic

skills instruction to your students?

177, 184
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These,questions refer only to the basic skills instructional

improvement program:

Have you thought about or discussed ways of improving the

program?

Have you thought about the impact of the program on'your

classroom and school?

Have you thought about expanding your use of the techniques

of the'program to areas other than the basiC skills?

Did you actually expand your use of the program's

techniques in your classroom?

Would you say you were generally successful in doing

the activities required by the program?

Would you say that,for you, the program went smoothly?

Have you shared your ideas about the program with other

teacbe-rs?
-

What is your .overall reaction to the basic skills

'instructional improvement program in which your school

has been participating thig year?

Very positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Very negative

YES NO

Please feel free to use the back of the questionnaire to commentat length

about the program.

.1 8

6011AL
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11-20-81

Tithe Begin:

Respondent:
Interviewer:

Date:

BSC PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW
(Participatory Supervision)

1. How many conferences have you held up to now?

2. Approximately with what percentage of the teachers have you had conferences?

%

3. How long has a typical conference been?

4. Where were conferences primarily held?

minutes

Principal's office

Teacher's classrobm

Other (SPECIFY)

5.,During what part of the .day were conferences held? (CHECK AS MANY AS

APPLY)

1/9

Lunch time

Planning period

Before or after school
hours

Other (SPECIFY):

186
0



6. W?ke-.'there any others besides you and the teacher present at any of

the conferences?

A. Who? (ASK FOR NAME AND TITLE)

-

Yes(ASk Q.'s 6A-6D)

No (GO TO Q. 7)

B. How did he/she participate in the conferences?

C. Did he/she,participate in most or all the conferences?

Yes

No

D. How was it decided that he/she would participate in the

conferences?

187

180
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3

7.,Did you do anything to prepare teachers for the conferences before they

were actWly held?

*I

A. What did you do and why?

Yes (ASK Q. 7A)

No (GO TO ,Q. 8)

8. What did you say to teachers to begin your conferences?

9. Could you briefly describe a typical conference - how it was organized

and what things you talkea about? (PROBES: DID R USE TEACHER/PRINCIPAL°

CONFERENCE FORM TO STRUCTURE:CONFERENCE, AND'IFSO, HOW? WHAT WAS GIVEN

MOST ATTENTION, TIME OR CONTENT?)

4

181 188
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10, How would you charactenize the overall tone or affect of your conferences?

(PROBE FOR TRUST LEVEL, SPIRIT OF COLLABORATION)

.
(ASK Q.'S 11-13 IF R USED TEACHER/PRINCIPAL CONFERENCE (T/P) FORM.

OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 14)

\\

11. Viere there any questions on the T/P Form that were 'difficult tolunder-

stand? (SHOW R T/P FORM)

YeS' (ASK Q. 11A)

No (GO TO Q. 12)

C.

A. Which questions were difficult andmhy?

. 12. Did you have all .the necessary
information-available at the conference

to discuss the questions on the T/P Form? (e.g., classroom observation

data; achieveMent data; mapping guide; 5.t,c. )?

A

Yes (ASK, Q..12A)

'No (GO TO Q. 13).



A. What information did you not have? (PROSE REASON(S)

WHY NOT)

13. Were there any pLblems:using or interpreting _the information you had?.

4

. .

Yes (YES Q. ,13A)

No (GO TO q. 14)

A. What problims?

14. Who conducted the classroom observations?. (CHECK AS MANf/AS APPLY)

Principal

Assistant Principal .

Teacher

District Office Staff

Other (SPE*CIFY):

183

C.?



15. Describe how the classroom observations were done and any problems you

had?

16. AS a result of conferences:

A. Were any specific opportunities or needs for instructionall,

improvement identified? (IF YES, ASK R TO GIVE ONE SALIENT

EXAMPLE)

. ,

,

B. Were any tentative'goals set for improving instruction?

(IF. YES, ASK R TO GIVE ONE SALIENT EXAMPLE)

9.;
4- 184
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C. Were any specific strategies selected for reaching-goals

that were set? (IF YES, ASK R TO GIVE ONE SALIENT EXAMPLE)

D. Were any plans developed for implementing strategies for

improving instruction? (IF YES, ASK R TO GIVE ONE SALIENT

EXAMPLE)

E. Were any plans developed for determining whether teachers

are in fact using the improvement strategies that were

selected? (IF YES, ASK R TO GIVE ONE SALIENT EXAMPLE)

185
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17. In your opinion, were conferences beneficial or not beneficial in terms

of fostering improvement in basic skills instruction? (PROBE REASONS)

SP

A. Were conferences beneficial in any other way?

18. Do you have any suggestions for improving the conferences, for example,

in terms of:

A. The procedures for getting the necessary information for

conferences?' (IF YES, EXPLAIN)

1 0
186
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,

B. The content to be covered in the conference? (IF YES,

EXPLAIN)

C. The T/P Conference Form or any other forms designed to

,facilitate the conference? (IF YES, EXPLAIN)

D. Anything else?

187
19,4

t.
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19. Have you had opportunities yet to see if any instructional improvement

strategies have actually been implemented in the classroom?

Yes (ASK Q.'s 19A-19C)

No (GO TO Q. 20)

A. What have you r anyone_else) done 'for follow-up?

B. How many classrooms have 'been followed-up?

C. What have been the results of this follow-up?

d. Q5

188



20. Have you received any assistance or support from the district's

central office with regard to implementing this supervision ,

process? (

Yes (ASK'Q. 20A)

No (GO TO Q. 21)

A. What kind of ,support?

21. Are there any other comments you would like to ma0 about the con-,

ferences or about the program in general?

:="
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22. We would like to identify about 5=10 teachers in your school with whom we

could talk about the conferences. (SHOW R THE BSC TEACHER INTERVIEW)

Could you identify, some teachers you feel might be in need of special

help to improve their instruction and some other teachers who are probably

not in need of special help. Wre Auld like to get the perspectives of both

sets of teachers. (HAVE R INDICATE WHICH TEACHERS ARE IN NEED OF HELP)

Grade
Grade

Name of Teacher Level Name,of Teacher
,

Level-

,1

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

L )
( )

190



10/13/81

S.
TEACHER/PRINCIPAL CONFERENCE

K7.7'

Grade

Quarter (circle)

1 2 3 4

Teacher and principal together answer the following questions, agx.ase,lon
the opportunities for improveMent and plan necessary actions that will

'lead to improved student achievement.

1. The entering achievement level of this class
is:

a. 55th percentile or above

b. 46th to 54th percentile

c. 45th percentile or below

Comment/Opportunity/Plan:

Reading/
Language Arts

2. Are the skill-related strengths and weaknesses
indicated on the Quarterly Topic Plan?.

Comment/Opportunity/Plan: 2 Yes

2 No

3. Of the topics listed in the. Basic Skills
Management Guide the Quarterly Topic
Plan indicated:

a. 80 - 100% of Guide covered

b. 60 - 79% of Guide covered

c. Less than 60% of Guide covered

Comment/Opportunity/Plan;,

191

Math

la

lbfl
E

2 Yes [7.3

2 No E]

3a 0
3b

3c [::11



Teacher/Principal Conference--Continued

4. The class is covering the Quarterly Topic
Plan at the followinepace:

a. More than 4 days ahead of plan

b. + 4 days, from planned

C. More than 4 days behind-Plan

CommentIOpportunity/Plan:

5) Students' daily wOrk ih this quarter indicated:
0

Reading/
Language Arts

a. 80 - 100% are successful most of time 5,4

b. -50 - 797w are successful most of tithe

c. Less than 50% are successful most of time 5c E.]

Comment/Opportunity/Plan:
C

6:1 The percent of students mastering skills at the planned rate

during the quarter is:

a: 80 - 100% of class

:b. 50 - 79% Of class

c. Less than, 50% of class

Comment/Opportunity/Plan:

-.192

6a 0,
6b

6c

Math

4a E.)

4b fl
4c D

5a 11]

5b [-J

5c El

6a

6b

6c



Teachet/Ptinapal Conference--Continued

Reading/
Language Arts

Math

7. The average student engaged time is: s,
min. min.

The average Student engaged time predicts
end'of year achievement:

a. above expected

b. at expected

c. below expected

Comment/Opportunity/Plan

8. The average allocated time is:

7a C] 7a-

'7h DI 7b'

7c 0 7q [1]

min. I min.

a. above district minimum 8a (:] ,8a 0
,

b. at district minimum 8b E] 8b 0
e. below district minimum 8c 0 8c 0

, r.

Comment/Opportunity/Plan

9. The average engagemAt rate is:

a. 70 - 90%

b*. 50 - 697.

c. Below 50%

193

-9a El
9b 12]:

9c El



V..

Teacher/Principal Conference--Continued

10. Opportunity for improvement in engagement

-rate is greatest in the following.category:

Comment/Opportunity/Plan:

cr

Reading/
Language Arts

0

Math

194 ,;it
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aCO 12 / 1,1./ 80
.

' CcONTEIT FORM .
Pa,je I. of '5

ikest CAT Form Level 14 Subtest Reading Vocabulary

Teacher II -
Dates Cqmpleted Notes

- [/ I Expected Coverage X Covered :

....

%.,

7)

--L-ontent Measured by Test Ltem , '
)

,

Code

No.

Percent Of Class 1

0

1-
10

11-
p

31
70

71-
90

i
01-I
100

1 SAME 'MEANING (SYNONYMS) ..t; . .

.4

The student silently reads a_phrase and four (4)

',possible chniees. The student selects; the word that means'

the same as the undetlined word in the phrase.

1.

.

.

.

,

,

3. .
.

,

,

5. .
,

.
-

4_ r

1

., *.
.

.- i

9. . ...

-

. 1

12.
.

13. -

0. , 0

t ,
, ..

15. -
I

r ,
.

17. ,

.1

18. i 00
4

,

i
1

1

- -e.,

19. . , ..
. ,



,

'-

,

<

.

,

%
.

-

.

. '''

CO 12/11/80 .- CONTENT FORM (cOnt'd)-

.

. ..

. Page 2 of 5

.FigCovered

,

.

a

.

.

Level 14 Subtest Reading Vocabulary 111 Expected COverage

,

,

,.

0

-1

Content Measured by Test Item
t-. c,

.

-

Code
No.

Percent of Class

0

1-

10

11-

30

31-

70

71-

90

9J-

100

.

.OPPOSITE. MEANING (ANTONYMS)

The 'student silently reads a phrase,anU four (4)

possible choices. The student selects the one word that means

Ihe opposite of the underlined word in the phrase.
.

.
.

21.
/ .

.
.

22. ° .
.

23.. .

----
24.

-

.

25-.

MULTIPLE
.

.

MEANING
.

.
.

The student stlently reads-a definition and three (3)

sentedces below it. The stildent selects the sentence in which

the underlined word is used as described4n Che definition.

,
S.

,

EXAMPLE::: post: a piece4of wood
cc.

.-

. . ..

0 Ed went to the po"st office.

. .

a

..'o She hung her coat on the post.

,

o The teather wikl posI the-notice, >
,.

.

26.
.

27
.,,

.

£3.. .

.

J.

'i

.,

.1

t" Q-2

..29. .

30.
.

. ' .

,

.

.

2°1'3-
t

.:,

e :
. 196

'

.

1



CO 12j11/80
CONTENT FORM

Pa9e 3 of 5

st CAT Form c Level ' t4 Subtests_gpadiqg_comprellosipp

Teacher # Date$ Completed

TExpected Coverage

, Notes

Covered

_

,

Content Measured by Test*Item '
Cod

No.

Percent of Class

.

.1

O

1-

10

11-

30

31-

70

71-

90

01-

100

LITERAL COMPREHENSION .

The student silently reads a selection and the questions

.that follOw it. The student selects the word or phrase, from

.four (4) possible choices, that bert answers the question.
.

RECALL OF FACTS
.

. .

31. Narrative - Who? ,

- Where?

11

,

64.
II

11

49, What?

.

52.
u I,

u
58.

1,

,

.

59.
u

.

u
56. When? .

-

0
,

u
6,2. - How?

,

.

,

, .

,

.

.
.

.
,.

,

, .

1

a
t

. 197
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.
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.
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'CO 12/11/ 80

Reading
Level 14 , Subtest Comprehension

CONTENT FORM (cont'd)

1

Page 4 of 5

Expected Coverage Fig Covered

Content Measured by Test Item
,

Code

No.

Percent of Class '

0

1-

10

11-

30

31-

70

71-

90

91-

100

INTERPRETIVE COMPREHENSION

INFEWIriED WANING

34. Narrative 4- main idea

I

1

50. "
11

,
1 I

,,

61.
1, n

..

,.

51: . - conclusion_
,

11
60.

II

-53.,_ " - cause/effect

n
63:

I, , II

I l 11

,

CHARACTAW ANALYSIS

33. Narrative -: feeling
.

II
40.

II .

II
32. - motive

. ,

I

L

38.
n II

S.

0

39.
tI II

n
35. trait

S -----.-,.

1

57.
ft II

. .

54 . * " attitude

-

" - compare characters.. L

II

11111

,

198

1



CO 12/11/80 CONTENT FORM (cont'd)

Page 5_ of 5_

4111rvel 14 Suptest Comprehension / txpected'Coverage [k] Covered ,

.

_ ...

'.

'111/1

.

Content Measured by Tet Item Code
No.

Percent of C1asS

0

1-

10

11-

30 '70

31- 71-1

9n

91-

100

. .

PIGURATIVE LANGUAGE

Poetr2_- simile.46. )

,

66. Sentence - simile
-L1-

u

47. Poetry 7 metaahor

,

69. Sentence - metaphor
:-

I.
,

67. " hyperbofe
.

70.
II II

.

Poetr - personification .

.

CRITICAL COMPREHENSION L
HEAL/UNREAL ELEMENTS

\

The student reads three (3) sentences and selects

the one sentence that tells about something that could really .

.

I

,

,
happen. %

AUTHOR ATTITUDE/POSITION

. .

. 41. Report - fact/opinion

,

.

42. " " !,
.

43. " "
u

45. "

44. " compare viewgoints
,

,

,

.

,
199 2 1 ,
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,
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1I/10/8(

State
District
School_
Teacher

-------

State #

District #

School #

SUMMARY SHEET FOR

Teacher #

Grade

Date(s)

DIRECTIONS

Count the slashes (/) in.each
column for each page of the

Content Form and record the

counts in the appropriate

spaces.

Add each column to find the

total number of slashes in

each column.

Add Total row to find total

number of slashes on all
pages and record below.

Find total number of test
items and record below.

If total number of slashes

is not equal to total number

of test items, check column

totals and counting of

slashes.

Multiply each total by the

indicated midpoint to get a

product for each percent of

class.

Record the sum of the product

row in the last box. This sum

is the number of items covered

by the average student.

Divide the average raw score
by the number of items on'
the test tO get th-e percent
ofoverlap for expected
coverage.

\

Total Number of Slashes

Total Number of Test Items

INSTRUCTIONAL OVERLAP

Sub)ect

Test

Form Level

EXPECTED COVEHACE (/)

2I13

PAGE NO.

PERCENT OF CLASS

91-100
0 1-10 11-30 31-70 71-9-'1)

1.

2.

.

.

5.

.

,

.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

TOTAT.,

MIDPOINT 0 .05 .20 .50 .80 .95

PRODUCT

AVERAGE RAW SCORE

Average Raw Score
Expected Coverage Overlap Total No. of Test Items

201
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-,C:1001

SUMMARY SHEET FOR TIME

State # School # Grade

District # Teacher # Year

i".1.ADINi7LAN'GUAGE ARTS

Date Coder #
Part of
Period

Engagement
Rate

'Allocated
Time

Student Averagc

Engaged S tudtmt.

Time Engaged Ji.

'IAD!

,

Dm, Coder'ff
1 Part of Engagement

Period Rate

Aliocated-

Time

Student
Engaged
Time

Average
.Studen t

Engaged Vimo

/

'

%

Student Engaged Time = Allocated Time x Engagement Rate

DIRECTIONS

1. Use this form to summarize data throughout the school year.

2. Fill in the information at the top of the form,

3. Record the date(s) of observation. One line on the form is used for each day.

4. Record the total allocated time (in minutes) from the Allocated Time Log for

each subject.
5. Record the coder numbers, parts of the period observed, and average engagement

rate for all observations made on that-date.

6. Find_the student engaged time (allocaEid time x engagement rate).

7. Find-the average student engaged time for all observations by adding all of

the entries in the student engaged time column and dividing by the number of

entries..

203
$Ia8



Appendix D

Development of Summary Indices Describing

Level of Program Implementation

24 ,9



Development of.Suimary Indices Describing
Level of Program Implementation

A large amount of information regarding implementation of the

Achievement Directed Leadership approach was collected during the field

test. Data sources included questionnaires, interviews, and observations

throughout the salool year. Summary indices were developed to reduce the

quantity of data into simple descriptors of level of implementation at the

principal, teacher a!nd,oVerall school levels. these summary indices

describe whether level of implementation was high (index = 3), medium

(index= 2), or low (index = 1) with respect to expectations suggested by

the program model. Each index summarizes more specific indices which

describe principal or teacher attitudes and behavios. High ratings for

these specific indices indicate that the teacher or principal behavior or

attitude is at a level which closely approximates an ideal implementation

of the program with respect to that particular variable. Low indices, on

the other hand, indicate that implementation is well below ideal levels.

Medium indices fall between these extremes; they suggest that implementa-

tion, although not perfect, is generally satisfactory but not of suffi-

cient magnitude to warrant a high rating.

Decision rules for the assignment of specific indices were somewhat

arbitrary. They were essentially based on subjective judgments by the a

program evaluators with respect to what could be reasonably expected of

principals and teachers under the circumstances of the field test. In

addition, all indices are based on self-report data provided by teachers,

207
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principals, and BSC staff. The reliability and validity of these data are

g'

uncertain. The composition of each summary index is briefly described

below.

Principal Level Implementation Index

The principal level implementation index is comprised of four

variables, as described in Table D-1. A specific index was derived for

each variable. The specific indices, when added together, form the basis

for the overall principal level index for each.school. Sums of the fOur

indices totaling ten or more were arbitrarily assigned high ratings, sums

of eight or nine were assigned medium ratings, and sums of seven or below

were given low ratings. _Since results are very subjective, they should be

viewed cautiously. In a sense, they describe some relative differences

between principals.

Teacher Level Implementation Index

The teacher level implementation index is comprised of six variables,

-as described in Table D-2. A specific index was derived for each variable.

All indices were based on average responses to the Teacher Questionnaire.

As with the overall principal level index, the overall teacheelevel index
_

was based on the sum of all Specific indices for.each school. Sums of the

six indices totaling 15 or more were arbitrarily assigned high. ratings,

sums between 10 and 14 were assigned medium ratings, and sums of nine or

below were given'low ratings. Again, results are subjective and should be

cautiously interpreted. The summary index provides a general description

of the relative differences between teachers at the specific schools.

21i
208



Table D-1

Description of Principal Level Implementation Indices

Variables Description

Data
Sources

Decision Rule for Indexa

Low
1

Medium
2

High
3

Number of
classroom
observations

Average number of times principal
observed-each teacher's classroom;

..

sx were planned ,

Teacher questionnaire x<6.0- 6.0<x<7.0 _

Number of
principal/teacher
conferences

Average number of conferences with
each teacher; three were planned

,

TeaCher questionnaire,
principal/teacher
conference form

x<3.0 3.0<x<3.7_ x>3.7

,

Training results

------
Total index represents the average
of six specific indices, three for
the content workshop and three for
the time workshop. These workshop
indices include measures of (1)
overall.reaction to training, (2)
expectations regarding likelihood
of success, and (3) perceived
knowledge and skill development

Teacher training
questionnaires

x<3.4 3.4<x<4.0_ x>4.0_

Attitude toward
program

General affect, enthusiasm BSC contacts/observa-
tions, interviews,
principal questionnaire

BSC
judgment

,

BSC
judgment

BSC

judgment

a For training results, the decision rules were-applied-to-the -six weciftt-itidices-which make up the

overall index.

21 2 213



Table D-2

Description oWeacher Level Implementation Indices

,

Variables Description

Data
Sou'rces

Decision Rule for Index.

Low
1

Medium
2

..,.

Righ
3

._

Research use Combination of measures of teachers'.
reported use of research/classroom data
to set improvement goals and improve
teaching

Teacher
questionnaire

x<50%
positive .

responses

50%<x<70%
positive
re8ponses

x>70%
positi've

responses
,

'Instructional
Improvements

..

bi iComnaton of f h 'measures o teacers
.

reported improvements in stUdent engaged

time, content overlap, prior learning,
student sudcess, mastery, and content review

Teacher
questionnaire

.

Same Same Same

Success in
,.implementation

.,

Combination of measures of teachers'
reported success in implementing Achieve-
ment Directed Leadership components
related tb: stddent engaged time, content
overlap, prior learning, student success,
mastery, and content review

.

Teacher
questionnaire

Same Same
.

a

Same

and.%

Changes in
teaching
behavior

,1

Combination of measures of teachers'
reported Changes in instruCtional plannin ,

claseroom management, and teaching

techniques

Teacher
questionnaire

-

Same Same 'Same

. ,

,

--Imgroved-CIess-
room effective-)

-

pess

Teachers' overall perception of effactive-
, .

ness of basic skills inatruction relative

to prior year

Teacher
questionnaire

Same

u

,

Same
.

.

Same

.

-
Attitude toward
program

Teachers' aVerall reaction; -mean rating;
scale of I (very negative) to.5 very

positive)

Teacher
questionnaire

X.<3.0 3.0<x<3.5--

-

x>3.5_



Overall Schoolwide Implementation Index

The overall schoolwide implementation index represents the'.sum of the

four Specific principal level indices and the six teacher leVel indices.

Thus, the overall summary index is influenced more by teacher behaviors
0

than by principal behaviors. The ratiOnale for this weighticig sdhema is

that classroom level implementation (i.e., teacher) will, most likely,

have a greater effect on student achievement.- Overall sums of the ten

indices totaling 25 or More were astigned high ratings, sums between 18

and 24 were assigned medium ratings, and sums of- 17 or below were given

low overall ratings. Since a large quantity of data went into each

overall schoolwide index, these indices are probably fairly good estimates

of the relative_leveL-a17-pragrim implementation for each school within a

district.

c.3
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Self Assessment Results: Contet . WorkshOp

District/principals New Jersey Schi -Rtstrict

bjective 04 =
.

-
On my
own

.

With
further
study

With some
assistance

Only with
further
instruction and

assistance
.

Even with
further
instruct-
ion, may
not be able
to do

1
Not

Appli-
cable

oefine prior learning,,instructional Overlap, 'and

.asCery. (n=20 . .

547 177 25% 4% 0% 0%

Use staAdardized achievement test data to project
the classroom average percentile score that can he

expected under "normal":instruction. (n=24)

37% 37%

.

21% 4% 07. 0%

Usentest data to identify a class's specific Prior
learning strengths and weaknesses. '(r1.25) 44. 367. . 207. 0%. 0% 0%

Elnd the overlap between the content taught and the

content measured by the test. (n.25) 42% .
39% 12% 87. '

oz 07.

Read an instructional overlap graph (find the expected

achievement zone for a given percent of instructional

overlap.> (n=26)

.

36% 24% 32% 8% 0% 07.

Examine initial instructional plan and decide whether
resulting overlap is appropriate for a specific

widen. (n=25)

36% 24% ',-! 32%, 87. 0%

,6

, .

07.

.ist teachers in completing long-term instructional

plans. 1..25)

407. 24% 24% 12% 0% W;

Assist teachers in completing unit plans. (n=25)
487 207 28% 47. . 07. 04

Help teachers review their progress on che long-term
plan and their students' mastery of the topics corm* 36% 20% 40% 47 .0% 0%

Assist teachers in revising their long-term plans, if

necessary'. (n'25)
.

407. 16% 40% 47.

. .

0% 07.

_

-a
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Self Assessment Results: Planning Seminar

District/Principals: New Jersey.School District

Skill (n = ) .

On my own

With
further
study

With
some
assistance

Only with
lurther
instruction
and

assistance

Even with
further
instruction
may not
be able to tick

Teacher Orientation

.

.

.

.

Locate rationale, strategy, content outline (19) 477. 32% 21% - -

Locate handouts (19) 477. 37% 16%

Locate transparency masters (19) 37% 477. ,117. 57.

'Present information from outline (19) 37% 47% 16% -

Discuss staff roles and functions (20) 40% 40% 20% lif

Answer questions (19) 377. 32% 32% -

Follow-up concerns (19) . 267. 37% 377.

Content Implementation

Use Content Leader's Guide (13) 15% 697. 8% 8% -

Time Implementation .

Use Time Leader's Guide (23). 43% 397 J 9% 9%
v

2 j
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Self-Assessment Resules: Time Workshop

District/Principal: New Jersey School District

3bjective (N

,

'

On my
own

,

With.
plan"-

ning

With some
assistance

Only with
further
instruct-
ion and

assistance

Even with
further
instruction,
may not be

.

able to do

Not
applit-
able

kDefine allocated time, engagement rate, and

student engaged time. (n25)
60% * 32% 47. 0% 4%

Distinguish engaged from unengaged student
behaviors in the classroom. (n=23) 83% * 13% 0% 0% 4%

Record data on the engagement rate form and

calculate engagement rate. (nw23) 74% * 17% 4% 0% 4%

Complete an allocated time log. (n24) -:, 75% * 21% 07. 0% 4%

Read ,snd interpret one of the time graphs (find

the expected achievement zone for a given amount

of student engaged time.) (n24)

63% ' * 33% 0%

.

07 4%

Establish an appropriate goal for student

engaged time. (n25)
24%

.-

28%
....

44% 0% '0% 4%

, ,

blish the corresponding goals for allocated
'and engagement rate .(for a given student

aged time-goal.) (n=20)

307.

.

40% 20% 5% 0% 57

Assist teachers in selecting appropriate strate- .

gies for increasing allocated time and engagement

rate. (-125)

28% 44%
=,

20% 4% 07.
.

4%

Help a teacher plan the implementation of a
strategy to improve classroom management of .students

and management of instruction., (n26)

38% 35% 19% 4%

c

0% 4%

Schedule the initial round of classroot observations.
' (n26)

'58% 27% 87. 4% 0% 4%

Help teachers assess the impact of their changes on

classroom practice, especially student engaged time.

.(n26)

38% 35% 197. 4% 0%

.

47.
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Appendix F:

District Checklists
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District Linker Checklist for Time

1. Insure/secure district support for building participation.

fir Number of buildings, + teachers.
ca

op, Resources
needed (e.g. release time, $, inservice credit). I 0 o

11 0
i.-.

Administrative sanction
(superintendent's approval

0 0rt II 04

recommended).

133 1"4 m
rt 0
FA O'Q ta.
0 , 0

2. Clarify district
parameters of program participation I

0 0
m

(e.g. teachers must volunteer).
.3

3. Plan and deliver awareness about time for principals.

1. Determine the recipients and mode of the district training--district'

personnel, principals, or teachers.

Formation of an TIT.

Identifyrroles and respqnsibilities at each level.

2. Develop an overall plan for SET training.

Schedule dates and times.

Determine whether participants
can/will work on their own between meetings

Budget training time.

3. Plan and conduct training sessions as outlined in Leader's Guide for Time.

Prepare agendas._

Secure videotape players, overhead projectors and calculators.

Learn to operate a videotape player--including locating differerit

parts of the videotape.

Reproduce handouts and transparencies.

Notify participants of meetings,



Devise a strategy for assessing participant's mastery of engagement

rate observation training. -

- grade own.

- hand in/assess

Share with principals the ramifications of the decisions as to who

will actually perform the classroom observations, the number of

observations and the length.

- training time

- scheduling of observations

- affect on observees

match'With school climate -- clinical supervision

peer supervision

7 constant observer for one teather, a variety of observers

- budgeting or covering

- number of cycles

Discuss the use of codes on data collection forms.

Provide principals with strategies that can be used to release

teachers for data collection.

-,rotating substitutes

- free period observation

- principal subs in observer's roam

Share with principals the ramifications that school instructional

groupings and pullout prbgrams have on

- training decisions

- observation collection

Devise a strategy for dealing with resource guides/availability for

phase 'threeidea of program and teacher centering links to ISA

and/or local teacher training institutions.

Deal with the impact that data collection may have upon district/

state mandates about allocated time for subject areas and for pull-

out programs.

Consider long!--term versus short-term change strategies--need to make

tther changes (perhaps more radical) if StI reMains in an unsatis-

;factory area.

222
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4. Identify district_needs to evaluate the program and plan for such

evaluation: data needed, how collected, by whom, when, and how to

report.

5. F'repare and assist the principal tO perform the ftnctions listed on

the principal's checklist.

223 28);
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Principal's Checklist
Time, p. 1

Principal's Checklist for
Implementation of Time Variable*

Leading

The. principal is the instructional leader for the school building. It is
the principal's responsibility to carry out or to delegate (but maintain the
responsibility for) eaah qf the tasks/activities listed below. As noted in
section II of this guide, the principal's personal participation and encour-
agement are extremely important. Thus, there will"be some activities that
the principal should not delegate.

Planning Collaboratively
.

1. Review district's overall,plan,for
implementatiOn of the time variable
(e.g., who. observed% frequency of
observations, etc.).

2. Identify date for teacher workshops
-Tor new or previously untrained
teachers. Estimate the number of
teachers involved.

3. Develop a plan for time workshops for
teachers (perhaps with'a teacher
committee).

4. Devise a 1plan for dealing with in-
service needs of teachers that are
identified in the 'Phase Three activi-
ties. Will principal, district, or
regional education ag2ncy assist in
providing for these needs?

5. Announce Aate, place, time, and pur-
pose of workshop.

a. Relate workshop activities to
overall district and school
goals.

*Principals are reminded that in addition to the notes provided at the end
of this session the Time Leader's Guide will answer many lpecifie ques-
tions ab-ut methods and materials.

9/3/81
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b. Inform participants of materials
they need to bring.

Training

1.: Learn to operate district videotape
equipment7including-locating dif
ferent parts of the videotape and
answer keys for coding tapes.

Make. Last minute check on leaders,
video equipment, materials, facili
ties., notice to teachers.

. Conduct teacher workshop as outlined
in planning sessions with district
staff. Outcome of workshop should
include

a. an understanding among teachers
of the goals and expected bene
fits of participation in time
variable activities for the
school and.the individual
teacher,

b. an 'understanding of the rationale

and critical variables (engage
ment rgte, allocated time, stu7
dent engaged time-, and student
success) related to the time
variable,

c. an understanding of what is meant
by engaged and unengaged behav
iors and what observers Will be
coding and calculating on the
engagement rate form,

d. knowledge of how and when to com
plete an allocated-time log,

e. an understanding of the distinc
tion between managing students
and managing instruction; knowl,
edge of location of strategies
for improving engagement rate and
allocated time,

8/26/81
'228
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f. observation schedule for the ini-
tialround of classroom observa-
tions, and

g. get an understanding of the
expectations the principal has
and tlie procedures the principal
will follow in working with
teachers on the data,that will
be collected.

4. Evaluate teacher workshop (see evalu-
ation form that follows this list).

Participating

1. Develop and implement a way,of re-
minding teachers to complete allo-
cated time Jogs on observation days.

2. Carry out observation schedule (ini-
tial and;follow-up) collecting'
engagement rate data.

3. -Help teachers complete summary, sheets
and set goals for student engaged
time, allocated time, and engagement
rate.

4. Help teachers select, implement,, and
monitor strategies.to meet goals.

5. Implement any identified school-wide
strategies concerning allocated time
or engagement rate.

6. Work with individual teachers whose
student engagedtime remains unsatis-
factory. Consider long-term versus
short-term change Strategiesneed to
make other changep (perhaps more
radical) if student engaged time
remains in an unsatisfactory area:

7. Synthesize teacher inservice, and pro-
fessional growth needs based on data
collected from plans and -consulta-
tions with teachers.

8/26/81
,229
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8., Arrange inservice by district or re-
gional agency for groups of teachers
with same,interest or need. .

9. Attend districrwmeeting tO learn
additional strategies or techniques
for working with teachers.

10. Communicate to district any observed
scheduling (pullouts, special
classes) procedures that lower allo-
cated time for buildings/classrooms.

11. Collect information needed to review
success of time variable lmplemen-
tation.

a. Collect tea2hers' completed
Summary Sheets at end of year.

b. Analyze process and achievement
data for each instructional
group.

student engaged time
percentile ranks

8/26/81
.,5.
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PrinCipal' Checklist
Content, p. 1

,Principal'S Checkligt for Implementing
Instructional Planning (Content Variables)*

Leading

The principal is the instructional leader for the school building. It is

the rincipal's responsibility to carry out or to,delegate (but.maintain

fespo sibility for) each of the tasks/activities listed below. As noted in

the p evious section of this guide, the.,principal's personal participation

and e couragement are extremely important. Thus there will be some activi-

/' ties the principal should not delegate.

Planning Collaboratively

1. Review district's oyerall plawfor
systematic'instructional planning.

2. Identify August or September date(s)
for teacher;.workshop(s). Estimate

number of teachers involved;

3. Identify (with district) source of
prior learning data (test data or

pupil profiles).

5

4. Identify (with district) materials
to be used in work on instructional
overlap (test descriptions, district
curriculum guide, basal text).

5. Assist district with any needed
curriculum-test matching activities.,

6. Develop a plan for content, workshop
for teachers (perhaps with teacher

committee).

a. Determine scope and objectives of',
workshop; distinguish between
workshop activities and outside-
assignments.

(

*Principals are.reminded that in addition to the notes provided at the end

of this session.the Content Leader's Guide will answer nieny specific ques-

tions about methods and materials.

10/1/81
VI I
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b. Dedide who will lead each part of
workshop--notify individuals.

c. Arrange for necessary materials
(agendas, data, transparencies,
handouts).

d. Determine room and equipment to
be used:(a lot of table space is
needed, overhead projector,
:.coffee?).

7. Devise a strategy for dealitg with
identified, training needs"idea of
prOgram and teacher centering linkb
to district, regional eddCation
agency, and/Or local teacher training
institutions.

8. Announce date, place, time, and pur-
pose of workshop.

a. Relate workshop activities to
overall district and school
goals.

b. Inform participanta of materials
they need to bring.

Training

1. Complete a last minute checkon
leaders, materials, facilities,
notice to teachers.

2. Conduct teacher workshop as outlined
in planning sessions with district
staff.

3. Evaluate teacher workshop (see evalu-
ation form that follows this list).

Participating

1. Identify ana implement strategies to
address major prior learning
deficiencies.

L0/1/81
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2. Meet with small groups or.individual
teachers to monitor progress on
School Year Planning Guide, and
possibly review Unit Topic Plans and
status of class masteryweekly of
every other week as lesson plans are
checked:-

Principal's Checklist
Content, p. 3

.3. Tell district about curriculum weak-
nesses determined in prieff learning
analysis. (This may serve as input
for curriculum revision processes.)

4. Synthesize teacher inservice and, pro7
fessional growth needs based on data
collected from plans and consulta-,

tions with teachets.

5. Arrange inservice by district or '
regional agency for grOuris of
,teathers with same interest or ne'ed. ,

6. Attend district meeting to .rearn ,

additional strategies and techniques
for helping teachers achieve cOverage
goals.

7. Collect information need$d to review
success of'instructional planning
effort.

a. Collect teachers' completed
Content Summary'Sheets prior to
administering.testing program..

b. Analyze process and achievement
dati for each instructional
group'.

10/1/81,

intended and actual instruc-
tional overlap.
percentile ranks
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